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Introduction

On 9 June 2020, the WTO Appellate Body ended almost a decade of litigation against Australia’s tobacco plain packaging laws with a comprehensive victory in favour of Australia.¹ The decision upholds the first-instance decision by a WTO panel in June 2018,² which found that tobacco plain packaging was not more trade restrictive than necessary to protect public health, and that it did not infringe any obligations relating to the protection of intellectual property. The new Appellate Body decision confirms the panel’s conclusions, and is the final decision possible in the WTO system.

Australia has now won all three legal challenges that were brought against its tobacco plain packaging laws: it successfully defended a constitutional case in the High Court of Australia, an investment dispute before a tribunal under the 1993 Hong Kong – Australia bilateral investment treaty, and a WTO dispute brought in the first instance by Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Indonesia, and Ukraine (with Ukraine later discontinuing its case) and on appeal by the Dominican Republic and Honduras.

The WTO Appellate Body decision is the last of the cases to be resolved, more than ten years after plain packaging was announced in February 2010. It is a major victory for public health and has important implications both for implementation of the World Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC) and for the relationship between trade and public health more broadly. Most importantly, it decisively rejects some of the most common legal and evidentiary arguments against plain packaging, many of which are also raised in relation to graphic health warnings on tobacco packages. Given the Appellate Body’s role as the final dispute settlement mechanism of the multilateral trading system, this rejection gives confidence to many more countries to move ahead with the measure. The Appellate Body also addresses many aspects of the relationship between trade and health that have significance for other public health measures — it conclusively rejects the expansive view of intellectual property put forward by the tobacco industry, and recognises that relevant provisions of the relevant WTO agreements need to provide countries with the regulatory autonomy to achieve public health goals. Parties should find much in the report that is encouraging for their implementation of the WHO FCTC, and public health measures more broadly.

This paper is a guide to the WTO cases. It provides an overview of plain packaging laws in Australia and the legal challenges brought against them, discusses the findings of the panel and Appellate Body reports, and draws out some of the key themes of the decisions. A shorter summary of the Appellate Body decision is available here, and further resources on legal challenges to plain packaging, including materials on the investment decision, are available from our Knowledge Hub website at https://untobaccocontrol.org/kh/legal-challenges/tag/plain-packaging/

Tobacco plain packaging in Australia

In 2011, Australia enacted the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act 2011, becoming the first country in the world to mandate plain packaging for tobacco products (known as standardised packaging in the United Kingdom and New Zealand). All tobacco products sold in Australia have been required to comply with the legislation since December 2012. Australia’s Tobacco Plain Packaging Act and Tobacco Plain Packaging Regulations standardise the appearance of tobacco products and tobacco product packaging by banning the use of logos, brand imagery, symbols, other images, colours and promotional text on tobacco products and tobacco product packaging and requiring all tobacco product packaging and tobacco products to be in the standard shapes, colours and finishes prescribed by the legislation / regulations. Products may be distinguished by brand and product name printed on the packaging in a standard colour, position, font size and style. Related laws require tobacco packs to carry graphic health warnings covering 75% of the front and 90% of the back

principal display areas, as well as other required consumer information and manufacturer details. (see figure 1)

Figure 1: cigarette packs in Australia before and after plain packaging. Photo courtesy of Quit Victoria.

Section 3 of the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act describes the objects of the act as follows:

(1) The objects of this Act are:
   (a) to improve public health by:
      (i) discouraging people from taking up smoking, or using tobacco products; and
      (ii) encouraging people to give up smoking, and to stop using tobacco products; and
      (iii) discouraging people who have given up smoking, or who have stopped using tobacco products, from relapsing; and
      (iv) reducing people’s exposure to smoke from tobacco products; and
   (b) to give effect to certain obligations that Australia has as a party to the Convention on Tobacco Control.

(2) It is the intention of the Parliament to contribute to achieving the objects in subsection (1) by regulating the retail packaging and appearance of tobacco products in order to:
   (a) reduce the appeal of tobacco products to consumers; and
   (b) increase the effectiveness of health warnings on the retail packaging of tobacco products; and
   (c) reduce the ability of the retail packaging of tobacco products to mislead consumers about the harmful effects of smoking or using tobacco products.

As described in the explanatory memorandum to the legislation, plain packaging ‘is one of the means by which the Australian Government will give effect to Australia’s obligations under the World Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC), particularly the obligation to address the use of misleading packaging and labelling under WHO FCTC article 11, and to implement a comprehensive ban on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship under WHO FCTC article 13. The implementation guidelines to articles 11 and 13 of the WHO FCTC, adopted by the Conference of Parties to the treaty, both recommend the adoption of plain packaging.

Background to the WTO dispute

Five WTO members – Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Indonesia and Ukraine – initiated proceedings against Australia under the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) at different times
from 2012 to 2014. A WTO panel was constituted in May 2014 to hear the disputes. Ukraine discontinued its participation in the dispute in May 2015.

The panel found in favour of Australia on 28 June 2018. Subsequently, Honduras and the Dominican Republic appealed the decision to the Appellate Body. Indonesia and Cuba did not appeal, and the panel reports for their disputes were adopted on 27 August 2018. The appeal brought by Honduras and the Dominican Republic was decided in favour of Australia on 9 June 2020, and the panel report as affirmed by the appeal was adopted on 29 June 2020.

The plain packaging dispute was formally four separate disputes (with two appeals), but the working procedures provided for a single report and a coordinated timeline and procedures. Thirty-five additional states (not including Ukraine or the four complainants when intervening in each other’s disputes) intervened as third parties, with a total of 41 states participating across the four disputes, a record for WTO dispute settlement. Third parties are WTO member states who are not party to the dispute and not bound by the outcome, but may be heard by the panel and Appellate Body to ensure that their interests (including for example those relating to systemic issues, their own similar measures, or their exports or imports) are represented during the proceedings.

The WTO dispute was one of three legal challenges to Australia’s tobacco plain packaging laws. A constitutional case brought in the High Court of Australia by the four major multinational tobacco companies operating in Australia was dismissed with costs in 2012, and an investment dispute brought by Philip Morris Asia under a 1993 bilateral investment treaty between Hong Kong and Australia was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction in 2015, with costs awarded against Philip Morris Asia in 2017. There have also been unsuccessful legal challenges to tobacco plain packaging in the domestic courts of the United Kingdom, France, and Norway, as well as a legal challenge in Ireland that was resolved in Ireland’s favour when the European Court of Justice upheld related provisions of the EU Tobacco Products Directive.

### The panel proceedings

At the panel stage, the complainants brought ten claims, principally falling into the following three groups

- The claim that plain packaging is ‘more trade-restrictive than necessary’ for a legitimate public health objective under article 2.2 of the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement
- The claim that plain packaging is an unjustifiable encumbrance by special requirements on the use of trademarks in the course of trade under article 20 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement)
- Seven other claims relating to intellectual property, centred on the relationship between the use of trademarks and intellectual property rights protection provided under the TRIPS Agreement

Cuba also brought a claim under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 art IX:4, which relates to how requirements for origin marks (i.e. markings indicating where a product was made) should be applied to imports.

Australia won on all ten claims. The panel’s conclusions can be summarised as follows:

- Plain packaging is no more trade-restrictive than necessary under TBT article 2.2 for the legitimate objective of protecting public health, given its contribution to reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco products, the gravity of failing to address the use of and exposure to tobacco products, and the absence of less trade-restrictive alternatives³
- Plain packaging is not ‘unjustifiable’ under TRIPS article 20, because the contribution it makes to the protection of public health provides sufficient reasons for the resulting encumbrances on trademarks⁴

---

There is no right to use a trademark or geographical indication under TRIPS, and prohibitions on use do not engage protections relating to registration or infringement of trademarks or unfair competition. GATT art IX:4 does not concern whether or not origin marks can be used, but only the procedural requirements regarding how they should be applied.

The panel also made important factual findings in relation to Australia’s tobacco plain packaging laws, which can be summarised as follows:

- Tobacco use and exposure to tobacco smoke is an exceptionally grave public health problem.
- Packaging and branding of tobacco products is a means of promoting tobacco products.
- Tobacco product promotion drives primary demand (i.e., attracts new smokers and encourages tobacco product use), not simply secondary demand (i.e., choice of brand by existing smokers).
- Plain packaging is based on a consistent body of evidence.
- Plain packaging reduces the appeal of tobacco packaging and increases the effectiveness of graphic health warnings.
- Plain packaging has contributed to decreases in smoking prevalence and tobacco consumption.
- Plain packaging has not increased illicit trade.
- Plain packaging had not led to increased price competition between brands as a result of ‘downtrading’ (i.e., consumers switching to cheaper tobacco products).
- Plain packaging does not cause actual consumer confusion between different brands of tobacco products.

**Article 2.2 of the Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement**

The complainants claimed that plain packaging violated Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement because it was more trade-restrictive than necessary for the legitimate objective of protecting public health. The relevant part of TBT article 2.2 reads:

> Members shall ensure that technical regulations are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to or with the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade. For this purpose, technical regulations shall not be more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective, taking account of the risks non-fulfilment would create. Such legitimate objectives are, inter alia: ... protection of human health or safety’

As outlined by the panel and in previous WTO jurisprudence, the approach for assessing whether or not a measure is more trade restrictive than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective under TBT article 2.2 involves:

- Determining whether or not the measure is a technical regulation, and therefore whether the TBT agreement is applicable to it
- Identifying whether the measure is for a legitimate objective
- Weighing and balancing:
  - the degree of contribution the measure makes to the objective, against
  - the degree of trade-restrictiveness of the measure, taking into account
  - the nature of the risks and the gravity of the consequences of non-fulfilment, and
  - any alternative measures reasonably available to the responding state

---

In addition, TBT article 2.5 states that if a technical regulation is based on an international standard, it is rebuttably presumed to be consistent with article 2.2.

The panel found that there was no violation of TBT article 2.2. In reaching this conclusion, it found that:

- the plain packaging measures were a technical regulation
- plain packaging was for the objective of improving public health by reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco products
- plain packaging was apt to and did contribute to this objective
- plain packaging was trade-restrictive to the extent that by successfully reducing consumption of tobacco products, it would also reduce overall volume of imports
- the consequences of not fulfilling the objective of reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco products would be extremely grave
- there was no less trade-restrictive alternative reasonably available to Australia.

**Whether plain packaging measures are a technical regulation**

The panel found that Australia’s plain packaging measures, including the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act, the Tobacco Plain Packaging Regulations, and related amendments to the Trade Marks Act, together constituted a technical regulation, because they either regulated the appearance of tobacco products and packaging, and therefore laid down mandatory product characteristics for an identifiable group of products, or were ‘applicable administrative provisions’ for doing so. The TBT Agreement therefore applied to them.

**Objective of the measure**

The parties agreed that the objective of tobacco plain packaging was to protect public health, which is explicitly recognised as a legitimate objective under article 2.2, but disagreed on how the public health objective was to be characterised. The complainants sought to characterise the objective as reducing smoking prevalence, while Australia sought to characterise the objective as also including the Act’s mechanisms – reducing the appeal of tobacco packaging, improving the effectiveness of graphic health warnings, and reducing the ability of the tobacco product packaging to mislead.

The panel decided that the objective of tobacco plain packaging is to reduce the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products. However, the mechanisms were relevant to assessing the degree to which plain packaging contributed to that objective.

**Whether rebuttable presumption for measures based on international standards applies**

The panel considered whether or not the Article 11 and 13 guidelines were an ‘international standard’, and whether tobacco plain packaging should therefore be rebuttably presumed to be consistent with TBT article 2.2 because it implemented those guidelines.

An international standard is:

- a ‘document’
- which is ‘approved by a recognized body’;
- which provides ‘rules’, ‘guidelines’, or ‘characteristics’ for ‘products’ or ‘related processes and production methods’;
- which is for ‘common and repeated use’;
- and for which compliance is ‘not mandatory’

The panel found that the provisions of the WHO FCTC guidelines which recommend plain packaging did not meet this definition of an ‘international standard’ under article 2.5 of the TBT Agreement, because they were not for ‘common and repeated use’. It considered that the paragraphs of the guidelines recommending plain packaging needed to be understood in light of the fact that they described modalities of implementing...
international obligations, and thus allowed parties bound by those obligations some degree of flexibility to implement them in a way that was appropriate to their national context (for example, two WHO FCTC parties could both adopt standardised packaging, but standardise the packaging in different ways). As such, the guidelines were not for ‘common and repeated use’, because they were not intended to establish a ‘maximum degree of order’ across countries, but to guide effective implementation of a binding international obligation for a particular WHO FCTC party. They therefore did not meet the TBT definition of an international standard.

The panel emphasised that its findings on the international standard argument did not change the fact that the burden of proof for TBT article 2.2 lay on the complainants or the relevance of the WHO FCTC to its reasoning on other provisions.

Degree of contribution the measure makes to the objective
The panel assessed whether or not tobacco plain packaging contributes to the protection of public health. It found that the plain packaging measures were ‘apt to, and do in fact, contribute’ to their public health objective of reducing the use and exposure to tobacco products. The panel’s review of the evidence is extensive and discussed in more detail at pages 14-20 below.

The panel noted that the degree of contribution the measure makes to its objective is to be determined from the ‘design, structure, and operation of the technical regulation, as well as from evidence relating to the application of the measure’. The types of evidence the panel considered for each of these are discussed more at pages 15-16 below.

Design, structure, and operation
In relation to the design, structure, and operation of the measure, the panel found that there was a credible pre-implementation evidence base (discussed more at pages 16-19 below) suggesting that plain packaging would reduce the appeal of tobacco product packaging, increase the effectiveness of graphic health warnings, and reduce the ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead consumers, and that Australia had based its measure on this evidence.

Evidence relating to the application of the measure
The panel considered the post-implementation evidence on plain packaging (discussed more at pages 19-20 below). It concluded that the evidence before it was consistent with the view that plain packaging, together with large GHWs, had reduced the appeal of tobacco products and made GHWs more noticeable, and that it had accelerated decreases in smoking prevalence and in cigarette sales.

The panel acknowledged that it was difficult to isolate the effects of plain packaging from those of other measures, especially the increase in size of the GHWs. It noted that it is inevitable that where tobacco control measures were implemented as a comprehensive suite of policy measures, other measures in the suite would also affect relevant outcomes, which would affect the degree to which the effects of plain packaging could be isolated from those of other measures.

However, the panel found that it was not necessary to isolate impacts or demonstrate short-term effects to support a finding that plain packaging contributed to its objectives given the regulatory context of the measure. It cited the Appellate Body’s statement in Brazil – Tyres that:

‘certain complex public health or environmental problems may be tackled only with a comprehensive policy comprising a multiplicity of interacting measures. In the short-term, it may prove difficult to isolate the contribution to public health or environmental objectives of one specific measure from those attributable to the other measures that are part of the same comprehensive policy. Moreover, the results obtained from certain actions — for instance, measures adopted in order to attenuate

---

global warming and climate change, or certain preventive actions to reduce the incidence of diseases that may manifest themselves only after a certain period of time — can only be evaluated with the benefit of time.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.981, citing Appellate Body Report, \textit{Brazil – Measures Affecting Imports of Retreaded Tyres}, AB-2007-4, WT/DS332/AB/R (3 December 2007) para 151.}

It agreed with the Appellate Body that where this was the case, the kinds of evidence that are relevant to determining the contribution of a measure to its objective could include qualitative and quantitative evidence of past or present impact, projections of future impact, and hypotheses/reasoning supported by an evidentiary basis.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.982.}

The panel considered that overall, the available post-implementation evidence supported the proposition that plain packaging contributes to its objectives, and that this was confirmed by accelerated decreases in prevalence and tobacco consumption post-implementation.\footnote{Panel Report, paras 7.1023-7.1043.}

**Overall conclusions on contribution**

The panel concluded that Australia’s tobacco plain packaging measures, in combination with other measures including large GHWs, were ‘apt to, and do in fact, contribute to Australia’s objective of reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products.’\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.1025.}

**Trade restrictiveness**

The panel considered that in the absence of a ‘de jure restriction on the opportunity for imports to compete in the market or of any alleged discrimination’ in respect of such competitive opportunities, a ‘sufficient demonstration’ was required to show a ‘limiting effect’ on international trade.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.1075.} The panel found that tobacco plain packaging was trade-restrictive, but rejected all three arguments by the complainants for why this was the case:

- **Effect on competitive environment in the Australian market:** the complainants argued that plain packaging made it more difficult for new brands to compete on the market because they would not be able to establish consumer awareness through branding. The panel found, however, that it was not clear that this would have a limiting effect on trade. The reduced ability for new entrants to use branding to attract a market would be counterbalanced by their increased ability to compete due to the reduced brand associations of established brands, and it was not clear what the relative size of each effect would be.\footnote{Panel Report, paras 7.1172-7.1187.}

- **Effects on the level of trade in tobacco products:** the complainants argued that consumers would ‘down-trade’ to cheaper tobacco products once there was no branding to entice them to use more expensive brands, and thus the overall value of imports in tobacco products would be reduced. However, the panel found that the complainants had not demonstrated that there had been a decline in the value of the market for imported tobacco products as a result of ‘downtrading’ or increased price competition.\footnote{Panel Report, paras 7.1218, 7.1224-7.1225.}

- **Costs of complying with regulatory requirements:** the complainants argued that plain packaging imposed compliance costs on manufacturers. The panel considered that the complainants had not demonstrated that the cost of complying with tobacco plain packaging would be of such a magnitude or nature as to have a limiting effect on international trade, particularly since such costs were largely a once-off expenditure.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.1244.} The panel also held that any penalties for failure to comply with plain packaging did not create an additional limiting effect over and above any limiting effect from the measure itself.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.1254.}

Instead, the panel concluded that the plain packaging measures were trade restrictive because they led to a decrease in the overall consumption of tobacco products, as a result of their contribution to overall

reductions in tobacco use and exposure. As tobacco products in Australia are entirely imported, this would reduce the overall volume of imports, thus having a limiting effect on international trade.\(^{38}\)

**Nature of the risks that non-fulfilment would create and the gravity of their consequences**

The panel described the nature of the risk if the objective of plain packaging was not fulfilled as the risk that ‘public health would not be improved, as the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products would not be reduced.’\(^{39}\) It found that the consequences of this risk were extremely grave, considering that it is ‘widely recognised, and undisputed in these proceedings, that the public health consequences of the use of, and exposure to, tobacco, including in Australia, are particularly grave’,\(^{40}\) as recognised by the parties, in the WHO FCTC, in various WHO documents, and in scientific literature.\(^{41}\) The panel recalled previous WTO jurisprudence that health is ‘vital and important in the highest degree’, and that WTO panels had previously found smoking to pose ‘serious risk[s] to human health’.\(^{42}\)

The panel also found that the ‘consequences of not fulfilling the objective of reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products, are especially grave for youth’,\(^{43}\) and noted that it was uncontested by the parties to the dispute that tobacco use disproportionately harmed Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.\(^{44}\)

**Whether less trade-restrictive alternatives were available to Australia**

The panel considered whether or not less trade-restrictive alternatives were open to Australia, as part of an overall assessment of whether or not plain packaging was more trade-restrictive than necessary. Examining whether or not they would be less trade restrictive, make at least an equivalent contribution to public health; and be reasonably available to Australia,\(^{45}\) the panel rejected the following four alternatives proposed by the complainants:

- **Increasing the minimum legal purchasing age** from 18 to 21 years of age, because such a measure would be a complement to plain packaging rather than a substitute – a minimum age increase would affect availability of tobacco products for young people, whereas plain packaging would affect the advertising and promotion of tobacco products to consumers across all age groups. It was also not clear that an increase in the minimum legal purchasing age was less trade-restrictive than plain packaging, given that it would also reduce imports by an amount commensurate to its contribution to reductions in tobacco use.\(^{46}\)

- **Additional tax increases**, because tax measures were complements to tobacco plain packaging, because they affected price rather than advertising and promotion of tobacco products. Both tax and restriction of advertising and promotion were pillars of Australia’s comprehensive approach to tobacco control, and removing one pillar would weaken the total effect by reducing synergies between its components. In any case, it was not clear that taxation was less trade-restrictive than plain packaging, to the extent that a tax increase would be calibrated to achieve the same decrease in tobacco consumption and therefore tobacco imports.\(^{47}\)

- **Improved social marketing campaigns**, because such campaigns were already being implemented by Australia, were complementary rather than substitutable for removing promotion on packaging, and would be equally trade-restrictive to the extent that they reduced imports of tobacco products by

---

\(^{38}\) Panel Report, paras 7.1208, 7.1255.

\(^{39}\) Panel Report, paras 7.1287, 7.1297.

\(^{40}\) Panel Report, para 7.1316.


\(^{43}\) Panel Report, para 7.1317.

\(^{44}\) Panel Report, para 7.1318.


the same amount. It was also not clear that changing specific aspects of how Australia conducted its social marketing would make a contribution equivalent to that of plain packaging combined with existing social marketing measures.48

– Pre-vetting tobacco packaging prior to entry to the market to ensure that they did not contain misleading elements. The panel found that a pre-vetting scheme was not necessarily less trade-restrictive because to the extent that it reduced consumption it would also reduce imports, and because it introduced significant additional compliance costs for industry participants. It would also not make an equivalent contribution to the health objective.49

The panel also rejected the argument that applying all four of these alternatives together would be a less trade-restrictive alternative, noting that Australia was in fact already pursuing a comprehensive approach, and that the four alternatives cumulatively applied still failed to adequately address the use of packaging as promotion, misleading packaging design, and the effectiveness of GHWs.50

Conclusion on TBT article 2.2
The panel thus concluded that while plain packaging was trade-restrictive, it was for a legitimate objective, contributed to that public health objective, addressed an extremely grave risk, and that there were no less trade-restrictive alternatives. Weighing all of these factors together, the panel concluded that there was no violation of TBT article 2.2.51

Article 20 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
The complainants made a large number of intellectual property-related claims, of which the one the panel most extensively discussed was the claim that plain packaging breached article 20 of TRIPS. The relevant part of TRIPS article 20 reads:

The use of a trademark in the course of trade shall not be unjustifiably encumbered by special requirements, such as use with another trademark, use in a special form or use in a manner detrimental to its capability to distinguish the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings.

The panel considered that article 20 would be breached if the following three criteria were met: 52

– first, a member must adopt a measure that imposes ‘special requirements’
– second, these special requirements must ‘encumber the use of a trademark in the course of trade’
– third, the resulting encumbrances on trademarks must be ‘unjustifiable’

The burden of proof for each of these elements lay on the complainants.53

The panel found that plain packaging was a special requirement that encumbered the use of a trademark in the course of trade, but that it was justifiable, and therefore not a breach of article 20.

‘Special requirements’
The panel defined a ‘special requirement’ as a condition which must be complied with; has a close connection with or specifically addresses the use of trademarks; and is limited in application.54 It considered that special requirements could include both requirements that trademarks be used in a certain way, and prohibitions on their use altogether. As such, the relevant special requirements included both those aspects of plain packaging that standardise the appearance of word marks, and those that prohibit other trademarks such as logos, images, and figurative and stylised word marks.55

52 Panel Report, para 7.2172.
53 Panel Report, para 7.2169.
54 Panel Report, para 7.2231.
‘Encumber the use of a trademark in the course of trade’

The panel likewise considered that ‘encumbrances’ included both total prohibitions, and requirements or restrictions on how trademarks should be displayed.56

The panel found that the uses of trademarks prohibited by plain packaging constituted use in the course of trade.57 The panel found that the course of trade covered not only advertising functions up to the point of retail sale, but also advertising functions served by trademarks after the final sale, 58 and that the relevant use included all commercial uses of the trademarks, not simply use to distinguish the products of one undertaking from those of another.59

**Unjustifiability**

The panel rejected the article 20 claim on the grounds that the plain packaging measures were not unjustifiable.60 It examined the ordinary meaning of the word ‘unjustifiable’, as well as the context, object and purpose of the TRIPS Agreement. It noted that the TRIPS Agreement preamble, article 7, and article 8 all acknowledge the importance of balancing the interests of trademark holders with other societal interests, including public health.61

It also noted that the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health, adopted by the Ministerial Council in 2001, is a ‘subsequent agreement’ to TRIPS within the meaning of article 31(3)(a) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.62 According to the panel, this confirmed that the object and purpose of TRIPS is to be informed by articles 7 and 8,63 which recognise the importance of ‘social and economic welfare, and a balance of rights and obligations’ and the right of members to adopt measures necessary to protect public health respectively. The panel also considered that the term ‘unjustifiably’ must be read in light of its context, including the fact that different provisions in the WTO Agreements use different terms such as ‘necessary’, ‘justifiable’, ‘arbitrary and unjustifiable’, and that these differences in terms reflect deliberate choices by the treaty negotiators.64

The panel decided that the assessment of whether or not a measure is unjustifiable is a case-by-case assessment, with a standard of review distinct from both that of whether or not a measure is ‘necessary’ under the GATT and TBT, and that of whether a measure is ‘arbitrary and unjustifiable’ under the GATT article XX chapeau.65 It stated that the assessment of whether or not a general regulatory measure restricting trademarks is unjustifiable should be considered by reference to their impacts on trademarks as a whole, and was not an individualised assessment per trademark.66

Taking all of these factors into account, the panel established the following three criteria for determining whether or not an encumbrance by special requirements is ‘unjustifiable’:67

- The nature and extent of the encumbrance resulting from the special requirements, bearing in mind the legitimate interest of the trademark owner in using its trademark in the course of trade and thereby allowing the trademark to fulfil its intended function
- The reasons for which the special requirements are applied, including any societal interests they are intended to safeguard
- Whether these reasons provide sufficient support for the resulting encumbrance

Applying these criteria to tobacco plain packaging in Australia, the panel concluded that plain packaging was not unjustifiable, because the reasons for adopting plain packaging sufficiently supported the resulting encumbrances on the use of trademarks in the course of trade.

---

57 Panel Report, paras 7.2291-7.2292.
63 Panel Report, paras 7.2408, 7.2411.
67 Panel Report, para 7.2430.
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Nature and extent of encumbrance

The panel found that plain packaging significantly encumbered the use of certain trademarks for the purposes of extracting economic value from the use of design features, but this had not impacted consumers’ ability to distinguish tobacco products or trademark holders’ ability to maintain registration rights or prevent infringement of trademarks. It found that tobacco trademark holders had a legitimate interest (though not a legal right) in using the trademark, and that the prohibitions on using stylised and figurative marks had far-reaching consequences for the exploitation of economic value from such marks, although this was mitigated in practice by the allowance of word marks on packaging to distinguish brands of tobacco products from each other. The panel noted that there was no indication that the value of trade in tobacco products had been reduced by either increased price competition or ‘downtrading’, and that the complainants had not suggested that consumers were actually unable to distinguish between products. The panel also noted that the plain packaging laws preserved the ability to maintain registration of a trademark.

Reasons for the special requirements, and whether or not they provide sufficient support

The panel noted that it was undisputed that the relevant special requirements ‘address an exceptionally grave domestic and global health problem involving a high level of preventable morbidity and mortality’. It found that the special requirements, as part of plain packaging and as part of a comprehensive tobacco control strategy, ‘are capable of contributing, and do in fact contribute, to Australia’s objective of improving public health by reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products’, adopting its findings on the contribution of plain packaging to public health from its discussion on TBT article 2.2. This ‘suggest[ed] that the reasons for which these special requirements are applied provide sufficient support for the application of the resulting encumbrances on the use of trademarks’.

The panel emphasised that the trademark restrictions were an integral part of plain packaging, recalling its earlier findings that the removal of design features was ‘apt to reduce the appeal of tobacco products and increase the effectiveness of GHWs’. Restricting figurative features and signs, including those that were the subject of trademarks, as well as standardising tobacco packaging and product appearance overall, was ‘integral’ to this approach. As such, the reasons for the special requirements sufficiently supported their imposition.

The panel confirmed the importance of such restrictions on trademarks by reference to the WHO FCTC and its guidelines. It pointed out that plain packaging is recommended under the article 11 and 13 guidelines, and that one of Australia’s intentions in enacting plain packaging was to give effect to certain obligations under the WHO FCTC. As such, ‘the importance of the public health reasons for which the trademark-related special requirements under the TPP measures are applied is further underscored by the fact that Australia pursues its domestic public health objective in line with its commitments under the FCTC, which was “developed in response to the globalization of the tobacco epidemic” and has been ratified in 180 countries’.

Alternative measures and TRIPS article 20

The complainants argued that assessing whether or not an encumbrance is ‘unjustifiable’ requires an assessment of alternative measures a WTO member could have adopted, raising the same four alternative measures as under TBT article 2.2. The panel rejected the idea that a similarly intensive review of alternatives as required under TBT article 2.2 is required under article 20 of TRIPS, noting that
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'unjustifiably’ ‘provides a degree of latitude to a Member to choose an intervention to address a policy objective ... as long as the reasons sufficiently support any resulting encumbrance’.79 However, it noted that alternatives may inform an assessment of these reasons.80 It referred back to its conclusions under TBT article 2.2 that none of the four alternatives ‘would be apt to make a contribution to Australia’s objective equivalent to that of the TPP measures’.81

Conclusions on unjustifiability

The panel concluded that Australia had not acted beyond the bounds of its latitude in choosing to implement plain packaging.82 The tobacco plain packaging measures, including their trademark restrictions, were ‘an integral part of Australia’s comprehensive tobacco control policies, and designed to complement the pre-existing measures’.83 They were ‘capable of contributing, and do in fact contribute, to Australia’s objective of improving public health by reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products’.84 As such, the reasons for adopting the special requirements ‘provide[d] sufficient support’ for the resulting encumbrances on trademarks.85

The panel confirmed its findings by noting that Australia pursued its domestic public health objective ‘in line with the emerging multilateral public health policies in the area of tobacco control as reflected in the FCTC and the work under its auspices, including the Article 11 and Article 13 FCTC Guidelines’.86

Other claims

The panel rejected seven other TRIPS claims made by the complainants, each of which dealt with the relationship between the use of a trademark and other obligations under TRIPS, as well as a GATT claim brought by Cuba. The TRIPS claims can be grouped into three categories: claims relating to trademark registration, claims relating to the impact of non-use on the ability to prevent infringement, and claims regarding unfair competition and geographical indications.

TRIPS claims relating to trademark registration

The panel found that prohibiting the use of trademarks did not breach TRIPS obligations regarding registration of trademarks:

- Prohibiting the use of trademarks permitted in other countries did not violate the obligation to protect trademarks 'as-is' under article 6quinquies of the Paris Convention on Industrial Property, incorporated into the TRIPS Agreement via TRIPS article 2.1, because this was an obligation to accept trademarks for registration in the same form as registered in other countries, and not an obligation to allow for their use in the same manner permitted in other countries87
- Plain packaging measures are not an obstacle to the registration of a trademark on the basis of the nature of the product under TRIPS article 15.4, because the obligation under TRIPS article 15.4 does not govern the use of a trademark either before or after registration88

TRIPS claims relating to the impact of non-use on the ability to prevent infringement

Although the complainants accepted that there was no right to use a trademark, they argued that the right to prevent third parties from infringing the trademark in TRIPS article 16.1 implied that WTO members should allow a 'minimum level of use' in order to maintain the distinctiveness of a trademark, and thus maintain the market conditions required to bring an infringement claim. The panel rejected these arguments, affirming that trademark rights under TRIPS article 16.1 are negative rights that give rise only to a right to prevent
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infringement of trademarks by third parties.89 The obligation under 16.1 was to provide a legal right to challenge such infringement if the legal definition of infringement was met, and not a guarantee of market conditions that might affect whether or not infringement occurred on the facts.90 Article 16.1 therefore did not protect the distinctiveness of a given trademark, which ‘inevitably fluctuates according to market conditions and the impact of regulatory measures on those market conditions’.91 Plain packaging therefore did not affect any rights protected under article 16.1.92

The panel also found that there was no breach of article 16.3 of TRIPS, which provides additional protections against infringement for ‘well-known’ trademarks.93

TRIPS claims regarding unfair competition and geographical indications
The panel found that plain packaging did not violate the obligation to provide protection against unfair competition in article 10bis of the Paris Convention (incorporated into the TRIPS Agreement by TRIPS article 2.1). It found that plain packaging was not itself an act of unfair competition, nor did it compel any private actors to engage in acts of unfair competition.94

The panel likewise found that the plain packaging measures did not constitute or require private actors to undertake acts of unfair competition in relation to geographical indications under TRIPS article 22(b),95 nor had they resulted in diminished protection for any particular geographical indication under TRIPS article 24.3.96

Article IX:4 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Finally, the panel rejected Cuba’s claim under GATT article IX:4, finding the plain packaging measures did not fall within the scope of this provision.97

The panel therefore dismissed all claims brought by the complainants.98

The panel’s factual findings and its treatment of the evidence
In the course of reaching its conclusions, the panel assessed an extraordinary amount of evidence and made a large number of factual findings, most significantly in relation to the contribution of plain packaging to the protection of public health, but also in relation to the impact of plain packaging on the market for tobacco products. The panel’s detailed discussion of this evidence matters not only to the WTO case, but also to legal challenges and legislative developments in other jurisdictions. We discuss some of these findings below.

Contribution of plain packaging to health outcomes
The major factual finding of the panel was that Australia’s plain packaging laws were ‘apt to, and do in fact, contribute’ to their goal of protecting public health by reducing use of and exposure to tobacco products.99

The panel’s discussion of this finding is very detailed, with 150 pages in the panel report reviewing the evidence of the impact of plain packaging on public health, and a further 150-page annex analysing the post-implementation evidence. The panel’s analysis can be divided into:

1. Its discussion of how to approach the evidence
2. Its analysis of the pre-implementation evidence base for plain packaging, and
3. Its analysis of the post-implementation impact of plain packaging in Australia.

91 Panel Report, para 7.2015.
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Approach to the evidence
The panel started by considering how it should approach the evidence. At the time of its implementation in Australia, plain packaging had never been implemented, and there was therefore no evidence relating to its application in real-world settings. However, there were a significant number of studies showing the impact of a potential plain packaging measure on the appeal of packaging, beliefs about harm, and the effectiveness of accompanying graphic health warnings. There was also an established evidence base linking those beliefs to initiation, cessation and relapse behaviours and thus tobacco consumption and exposure to tobacco smoke. This evidence base and the theoretical model of its contribution to public health formed the basis for Australia’s legislation (figure 2).

By the time of the panel proceedings, there was also post-implementation evidence covering both these intermediate outcomes and the impact of plain packaging on prevalence of tobacco use. However, the panel was only able to consider evidence up to March 2016 (approximately 3 years post-implementation), while the measure was designed to work over a much longer time period, which meant that much of the measure’s long-term impacts would not have been captured. Further, plain packaging had been implemented alongside several other measures, including increases in the size of graphic health warnings and staged annual increases in excise tax, and it was difficult to determine the relative contribution of each measure to overall decreases in prevalence and tobacco consumption.

As such, the relevant evidence to include for the purpose of determining the contribution of plain packaging to the protection of public health was heavily disputed between the parties, with Australia arguing that the focus should be on a wide range of impacts, and the complainants arguing that the panel should focus on prevalence only (with the parties also disputing the extent to which plain packaging had contributed to decreases in smoking prevalence in Australia).

The panel decided that it would take into account the totality of the evidence. It identified three types of impacts relevant to its assessment (see figure 3):

- Proximal outcomes, which demonstrate the measure’s impact on the mechanisms through which it works, such as the effectiveness of GHWs, the ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead, and the appeal of tobacco products
- Distal outcomes, such as intentions and attempts to quit, which are intention or behaviour outcomes that are closely related to smoking behaviours such as intention, relapse, cessation, and exposure
- Smoking behaviours, such as initiation, cessation, and relapse

---
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For each of these, both pre- and post-implementation evidence were relevant, while ‘the weight to be given to such evidence depends on the nature, quality and probative value of it’.\(^{102}\)

The panel emphasised that its ‘role is not to make scientific determinations or otherwise seek to resolve scientific disputes’.\(^{103}\) Rather, its task was to make an ‘objective assessment, based on the arguments and evidence before [the panel], of the degree of contribution of the TPP measures to their objective’.\(^{104}\)

In undertaking this task, the panel considered that principles for assessing scientific evidence developed in the context of the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards Agreement would also be useful in this case. This included an assessment of whether the evidence ‘comes from a qualified and respected source’, has the ‘necessary scientific and methodological rigour’, is ‘legitimate science according to the standards of the relevant scientific community’, and/or an assessment of whether ‘the reasoning articulated on the basis of the scientific evidence is objective and coherent’.\(^{105}\)

Pre-implementation evidence

**COMPLAINTANT’S CRITIQUES OF PRE-IMPLEMENTATION LITERATURE**

The complainants made three general critiques of the pre-implementation literature base relied on by Australia, arguing that:\(^{106}\)
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– the studies were not objective because they were conducted by a small community of researchers with particular professional preferences
– the studies could not say anything about the efficacy of plain packaging because they focused on proximal and distal outcomes rather than actual smoking behaviours
– the studies lacked methodological rigour

The panel rejected all three of these critiques. It found that

– There was no reason to question the objectivity of researchers working on plain packaging, who represented a wide range of institutions, countries, and disciplines. The convergence of results in the plain packaging literature reflected strength of conclusions on the merits rather than ‘publication bias’.107
– It was not a flaw for Australia to rely on proximal/distal outcomes as one aspect of the evidence base informing its measures. Prior to implementation, it would have been impossible to conduct experiments on actual smoking behaviours for practical and ethical reasons. It was therefore not a flaw to use other indicators of potential impact, provided there was an adequate theoretical basis for linking proximal/distal outcomes to actual smoking behaviours.108
– The complainants’ experts’ critique of the literature as lacking in methodological rigour did not reflect relevant scientific community standards.109 The panel found that plain packaging was supported by comprehensive and independent reviews of the evidence outside the context of the WTO proceedings, and that the complainants had not presented a body of studies which contradicted the conclusions of the existing literature.110

The panel concluded that there was a reputable body of research supporting Australia’s adoption of plain packaging; that while some studies may have had limitations, such limitations were unavoidable due to practical and ethical constraints and did not undermine the conclusions of the research as a whole; and that independent reviews had found the research to be robust.111

WHETHER PLAIN PACKAGING REDUCES APPEAL OF PACKAGING & CONSEQUENCES OF THIS REDUCTION

The panel found that:

– packaging was a form of promotion, as evidenced in tobacco industry internal documents, the WHO FCTC and its guidelines, and the claimants’ own submissions about the importance of branding to the sale of tobacco products112
– there was a credible body of scientific literature suggesting that plain packaging would reduce the appeal of tobacco products,113 and Australia aligned its tobacco plain packaging laws to this evidence114
– there was evidence that reduced appeal of tobacco products leads to reduced smoking behaviours,115 including tobacco industry internal research on the importance of branding to promoting a product, and the agreement of experts on each side as to the ability of packaging design to convey particular associations with a product116
– branding was important not simply for competition between brands (secondary demand), but also for driving overall consumption of tobacco products by inducing people to smoke (primary demand), given the recognised importance to the tobacco industry of recruiting ‘replacement smokers’ to replace customers who quit smoking or died117
– it was important to the tobacco industry to recruit children and young people as these replacement smokers, given that most smokers started using tobacco products as children or young people118

117 Panel Report, para 7.744.
– it was therefore unconvincing to argue that branding on tobacco packaging did not aim to attract new smokers, or that it had no effect on inducing children and young people to smoke\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.747.}.

– there was also credible evidence that removing the branding from packaging made it less likely that packaging would act as a cue for smoking, and that it would therefore make cessation easier and relapse less likely\footnote{Panel Report, paras 7.772-7.776.}

**WHETHER PLAIN PACKAGING IMPROVES EFFECTIVENESS OF GHWS**

The panel found that:

– there were a significant number of studies, ‘emanating from qualified sources and favourably reviewed in external reviews’, which supported the proposition that plain packaging increased the effectiveness of graphic health warnings and reduced the ability of packaging design to detract from them\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.825.}.

– there was ‘credible evidence’ that ‘that plain packaging of tobacco products may increase the salience of GHWs, by making them easier to see, more noticeable, and perceived as more credible and more serious’\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.869.}.

– it was not established that the large size of graphic health warnings meant that they could not be made more effective by plain packaging, or that levels of knowledge of smoking-related harms in Australia were such that increased salience of GHWs would make no difference to initiation, cessation or relapse behaviours\footnote{Panel Report, paras 7.845, 7.869.}.
The panel found that:

- standardised packaging reduced the ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead, and this reduction was greater than that which could be achieved through existing protections in Australian consumer law\textsuperscript{124}
- standardisation of packaging reduced the ability to mislead through comparative packaging design\textsuperscript{125}
- addressing misleading packaging design would have an impact on smoking initiation by young people and on cessation behaviours, since young people and smokers were particularly susceptible to incorrect perceptions about ‘lighter’ or ‘milder’ tobacco products being less harmful\textsuperscript{126}

Post-implementation evidence

PROXIMAL OUTCOMES

The panel reviewed the scientific evidence since the entry into force of tobacco plain packaging on the appeal of tobacco products, the effectiveness of graphic health warnings, and the ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead. It found that\textsuperscript{127}:

- plain packaging had reduced the appeal of tobacco products, and increased the effectiveness of graphic health warnings
- evidence on the impact on the ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead was more mixed and limited
- plain packaging reduced the appeal of tobacco products to youth, but that its effects on health beliefs and ability of tobacco product packaging to mislead were more mixed for youth

QUITTING-RELATED AND OTHER DISTAL OUTCOMES

The panel reviewed the evidence on quit attempts, and found that the post-implementation evidence on quit attempts was mixed, although there had been an increase in pack-avoidant behaviour amongst smokers and increases in calls to tobacco cessation services\textsuperscript{128}

SMOKING BEHAVIOURS, INCLUDING SMOKING PREVALENCE AND CONSUMPTION AND SALES VOLUME OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS

The panel reviewed empirical evidence relating to smoking prevalence and tobacco consumption figures in Australia, and concluded that\textsuperscript{129}:

- Overall smoking prevalence decreases accelerated following the introduction of plain packaging
- Although it was not possible to separate the effects of plain packaging and the increase in graphic health warning sizes, there was econometric evidence that the acceleration of the decrease in prevalence figures could be attributed to plain packaging and graphic health warnings implemented together
- Overall decreases in cigarette sales accelerated after the introduction of plain packaging, and although it was not possible to separate GHWs and tobacco plain packaging it is likely that the two together contributed to this acceleration, although the evidence on cigars was more limited
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The tobacco epidemic and the role of tobacco product promotion in sustaining it

The gravity of the tobacco epidemic
Although the complainants did not contest the harmfulness of tobacco use and exposure to tobacco smoke, the panel affirmed the importance of addressing the global tobacco epidemic in its findings on the gravity and significance of tobacco use as a public health problem. It recognised that the health consequences of failing to address tobacco use and exposure were ‘exceptionally grave’ overall, and ‘especially grave for youth’.130

The role of tobacco product promotion, including branding and packaging, in driving and sustaining the tobacco epidemic
The panel also confirmed that tobacco product promotion, including through tobacco product packaging, is a driver of the tobacco epidemic. In particular, it found that a key aim of tobacco product promotion is to attract new smokers, noting that

’new smokers must continuously be recruited to maintain the primary demand for tobacco products at a level that will sustain the industry and “replace” those who cease to use the product because they have quit or died’.131

It noted that branding, including packaging, was an important aspect of this recruitment:

’designers of packaging innovations in the tobacco industry are conscious of the power of branding, including design and other elements of packaging, to elicit certain responses in the minds of consumers and imbue those products with images with which the prospective consumer would want to be associated.’132

Young people were particularly important targets of tobacco industry recruitment:

‘The evidence mentioned above indicates that it is essential that new users be recruited to smoke in order to sustain the industry, and that youth are strategically important in this regard given that adolescence represents the age at which initiation generally occurs, and because of the high degree of brand loyalty that young people exhibit over the course of their tobacco use.’133

Impact of plain packaging on the market for tobacco products
The panel made factual findings regarding the impact of plain packaging on the market for tobacco products, many of which concern claims that are commonly made by the tobacco industry when opposing the introduction of plain packaging laws:

Illicit trade
The panel found that plain packaging had not led to an increase in illicit trade in tobacco products,134 noting that it was not clear that the complainants’ estimate of the size of the illicit trade market in Australia was accurate, it was not apparent that there was any relevant variation in the size of this market, and there was no indication that any variation was caused by plain packaging.135 The panel also noted that illicit trade was driven by a variety of factors including law enforcement, ease of conducting illicit trade, and differences in prices between jurisdictions, and that Australia had a variety of other regulatory measures in place to address illicit trade.136

---
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Competition between brands of tobacco products

In relation to the impacts of plain packaging on competition between brands, the panel found:

- The complainants had not demonstrated that plain packaging had resulted in increased price competition as a result of downtrading.\(^{137}\)
- The complainants had not demonstrated that plain packaging created barriers to entry for new brands.\(^{138}\)
- There was no indication that consumers were actually unable to distinguish between brands of tobacco products as a result of plain packaging.\(^{139}\)

Compliance costs

The complainants had not demonstrated that plain packaging created a barrier to trade through ongoing compliance costs for tobacco manufacturers.\(^{140}\)

The Appellate Body proceedings

Honduras and the Dominican Republic appealed the decision to the WTO’s Appellate Body in July and August 2018 respectively. Indonesia and Cuba did not appeal, and the panel reports for their disputes were adopted and became final on 27 August 2018.

Honduras and the Dominican Republic contested the panel’s findings on TBT article 2.2, TRIPS article 20, and TRIPS article 16.1, and also claimed that the panel did not make an objective assessment of the facts before it under DSU article 11. The Appellate Body dismissed these appeals on 9 June 2020, finding no breach of the WTO agreements and upholding the panel’s decision.

Article 2.2 of the Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement

In relation to article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement, Honduras and the Dominican Republic challenged the panel’s findings on:

- the contribution of plain packaging to its public health objective
- the trade-restrictive nature of the measure
- whether there were less trade restrictive measures which would have made an equivalent contribution that were reasonably available

The appellants also made DSU article 11 claims in relation to each of these three arguments, claiming that the panel had not made an objective assessment of the facts.

Contribution, including challenges to the evidence under article 11 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding

The Appellate Body upheld the panel’s finding that plain packaging was apt to and does make a meaningful contribution to its public health objectives of reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco products.\(^{141}\) The appellants had extensively challenged the findings of the panel on plain packaging’s contribution to public health. The vast majority of these challenges related to the panel’s approach to assessing the evidence.

The Appellate Body only has jurisdiction to review errors of law or legal interpretation, and it may not hear new evidence at the appeals stage. It is possible to appeal on the basis that a panel did not make an objective assessment of the facts under DSU art 11. However, this provision does not allow parties to re-litigate the factual findings – as the first instance trier of fact, the panel has a significant margin of discretion in its assessment of the evidence, and the Appellate Body interferes only in this assessment if the panel exceeds the
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scope of its discretion, and makes an error so material that it ‘undermine[s] the objectivity of the panel’s assessment of the matter before it’.\(^{142}\)

Honduras and the Dominican Republic made several DSU article 11 claims in relation to contribution under TBT article 2.2. Honduras also argued that the panel had applied an incorrect legal standard to the assessment of the evidence, although the Appellate Body declined to consider this claim, finding that it did not raise separate issues to the challenge to the evidence.\(^{143}\)

The Appellate Body found that the appellants had failed to establish a claim under DSU article 11. It emphasised that the burden of proof was on the complainants to show either that plain packaging did not contribute at all to its public health objective, or that an equivalent contribution could be made through less trade-restrictive alternative means.\(^{144}\) It also emphasised that a claim that a panel had not made an objective assessment of the facts under DSU article 11 was a ‘very serious allegation’,\(^{145}\) that panels had significant discretion as to how they would decide to assess the evidence,\(^{146}\) and that the AB would ‘not entertain attempts by the appellants to resubmit their factual arguments under the guise of challenging the objectivity of the Panel’s assessment of the facts of the case’.\(^{147}\) It described the extensive challenges to the evidence by Honduras and the Dominican Republic as ‘unprecedented’.\(^{148}\)

The Appellate Body noted that it was not necessary to deal with each claim of error raised by Honduras and the Dominican Republic, and that certain others could be dealt with in cross-cutting clusters rather than individually. It therefore divided its analysis into:

- Challenges to the panel’s assessment of pre-implementation evidence on the design, structure, and intended operation of plain packaging
- Challenges to the panel’s assessment of post-implementation evidence on the application of the measures
- The panel’s statements on the potential future impact of the measures
- Challenges to post-implementation evidence which did not need to be addressed to resolve the dispute
- The panel’s overall conclusions on the facts regarding contribution

**Challenge to pre-implementation evidence**

The complainants challenged the panel’s findings on both the validity and the sufficiency of Australia’s pre-implementation evidence.\(^{149}\) They argued that the panel had not correctly assessed this evidence, and also that the pre-implementation evidence was insufficient to show that plain packaging was apt to contribute to its objectives.

The Appellate Body rejected these challenges to the pre-implementation evidence.

- It rejected claims that the panel had disregarded ‘flaws’ in the pre-implementation base. The Appellate Body noted that panel had rejected rather than disregarded the complainants’ arguments about these so-called ‘flaws’ – the panel did not consider that the literature’s focus on proximal outcomes (such as the appeal of tobacco packs) in the pre-implementation literature or the use of study designs other than randomised experiments or counterfactual designs was a ‘flaw’ in the evidence base, and the Appellate Body agreed with the panel.\(^{150}\)
- It noted that the panel had in fact provided detailed reasoning on why this literature as a whole provided a reasonable evidence base underlying the plain packaging sources, and in particular that it
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had extensively explained why it considered that the research came from a respected and qualified source, that it was objective and coherent, and that it had methodological rigour.\textsuperscript{151}

- It found that the panel had not disregarded the Dominican Republic's evidence or offered incoherent reasoning on the appeal of tobacco packs. The Dominican Republic had argued that the panel ignored its expert evidence, however, the Dominican Republic's experts had argued that packs were unappealing overall (based on both negative messaging from large graphic health warnings and positive messaging branded elements) whereas the panel’s finding that branding could appeal to consumers examined specifically the role of tobacco industry marketing on tobacco packs.\textsuperscript{152}

- It emphasised that the burden of proof was on the complainants to show that plain packaging could not contribute to its objective, and that even if the complainants had shown that the panel’s evidence was of insufficient probative value, they would not necessarily have discharged their burden of proof on this point.\textsuperscript{153}

Challenges to post-implementation evidence

The Appellate Body then examined the challenges to the post-implementation data on prevalence and consumption of tobacco products. The panel had undertaken this analysis by examining whether prevalence and consumption had declined after plain packaging, whether the rate of declines had accelerated, and whether these accelerations in decline were attributable to plain packaging. This had been done through a highly technical analysis of econometric modelling based both on expert evidence from the parties' and the panel’s own statistical testing of these models, which the panel had included in appendices to its decision.

**DISCRETE CHALLENGES TO POST-IMPLEMENTATION EVIDENCE**

The complainants undertook a range of challenges to this body of evidence. The Appellate Body dealt with five of these challenges as discrete claims:\textsuperscript{154}

- Whether there had been a decrease in smoking prevalence following implementation of plain packaging
- Whether declines in cigarette consumption had accelerated
- Whether these accelerated decreases in either smoking prevalence or cigarette consumption were attributable to plain packaging
- Whether the complainants had been denied due process in the way the panel conducted this analysis
- Whether any errors found would be material

In relation to the decrease in smoking prevalence, Honduras argued that the panel had made inconsistent statements about the rate of prevalence decrease and the dates at which the decline had started. However, the Appellate Body noted that the statements Honduras complained about were not findings of the panel, but the panel’s summary of the parties’ evidence. The panel had referred to several pieces of evidence which showed overall declines in prevalence although with different estimates of how much, and concluded that these datasets consistently showed that prevalence had decreased. The Appellate Body did not consider that the panel had made any error in doing so.\textsuperscript{155}

In relation to declines in cigarette consumption, Honduras argued that the panel had dismissed their expert model as unreliable, while ignoring that a modified model suggested by Australia’s expert had similar flaws. Honduras also argued that the panel then developed its own model which it did not give the parties an opportunity to comment on. However, the Appellate Body considered that what the panel had actually found was that the complex statistical modelling by the complainants’ expert was unreliable, that the suggested modifications to this model by Australia’s expert only ‘slightly’ improved its reliability, and that a standard mean comparison test (a ‘simple statistical test’\textsuperscript{156}) that the panel used to check the results showed that declines in cigarette consumption had accelerated following the introduction of plain packaging in a much clearer way than either expert model. The Appellate Body considered that the panel had not erred in using a standard mean comparison test to check the results – it stated that ‘the application of statistical testing to
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verify statistical results’ to be ‘very much in accordance with the duty of a panel to review the evidence adduced by the parties’.

In relation to whether the acceleration of declines in prevalence and consumption could be attributed to plain packaging, Honduras and the Dominican Republic had at the panel level disputed this on the basis of statistical models developed by their experts. The panel had rejected much of this analysis and preferred the statistical models developed by Australia’s experts (in highly technical analysis outlined in the annex to the panel report). On appeal, the Dominican Republic and Honduras challenged several of the reasons that the panel had rejected their experts’ statistical models, including findings the panel had made regarding proportionality to price/cost, overfitting due to the use of quadratic versus linear models, endogeneity, multicollinearity, non-stationarity, reweighting and standard error, all of which essentially dealt with reasons the panel had preferred Australia’s expert evidence to that of the complainants.

The Appellate Body rejected the vast majority of these challenges, finding that they fell within the discretion of the panel as a first-instance trier of fact, that the panel had adequately explained why it had preferred Australia’s approach over the complainants’ approach, and that it had taken an even handed approach to the limitations in each parties’ modelling.

The Appellate Body also rejected an argument that the panel had erred because its summary of its findings on the prevalence and consumption evidence was two paragraphs long. The findings in question were a summary of a lengthier discussion of the evidence (including the 150 pages of appendices), and conciseness in summarising these results was not an error.

The Appellate Body did make a finding that there were two non-material errors in the panel’s analysis:

- First, it considered that there had been a flaw in the way Australia’s expert had analysed the relative impact of tobacco costliness in her models on tobacco consumption. The panel had preferred Australia’s expert evidence on the basis that it had addressed this flaw. Since the flaw was still present in her analysis, the panel should not have preferred Australia’s consumption analysis on this basis, and thus the Appellate Body invalidated the panel’s finding on the third step of its tobacco consumption analysis. The Appellate Body emphasised that this only applied to one step of its findings on consumption, and that there was no equivalent error in the panel’s analysis of prevalence, or in the findings that consumption had fallen, or that the rate of decline had accelerated.

- Secondly, the Appellate Body considered that for due process reasons, the panel should have given the parties the opportunity to comment on two of the statistical tests (on multicollinearity and non-stationarity) that it had run on the prevalence and consumption data, because the technical nature of the test, the discretion the panel had exercised in applying it, and the fact that the tests had been initiated by the panel and not the parties. However, the Appellate Body considered that this did not affect the outcome of the panel’s analysis, because even if the affected conclusions were invalidated, its conclusion on prevalence would still stand on the basis of its other reasons for preferring Australia’s evidence (such as its findings on the endogeneity, overfitting, and robustness to alternative specifications).

It found that neither of these errors was material in light of other supporting evidence for plain packaging’s contribution to public health.
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CROSS-CUTTING CHALLENGES TO POST-IMPLEMENTATION EVIDENCE

The Appellate Body dealt with Honduras and the Dominican Republic’s remaining claims against the post-implementation evidence as cross-cutting themes due to the large number of claims. It dismissed all of these claims:

- It found that several allegations were based on a ‘misapprehension of the Panel’s findings’, i.e. the complainants had not correctly represented what the panel had said.\(^{171}\)
- It emphasised that the burden of proof was on the complainants to show that plain packaging was not apt to and did not contribute to its public health objective. Several of the challenges to the evidence had been presented as if the burden of proof were on Australia, however, the challenges that were premised on an incorrect allocation of the burden of proof were rejected.\(^{172}\)
- It considered that at several points, the complainants were simply trying to relitigate the facts, under the guise of a DSU article 11 claim.\(^{173}\) The Appellate Body rejected ‘the attempts by the appellants to resubmit their factual arguments under the guise of challenging the objectivity of the Panel’s assessment of the facts of the case’, noting that re-opening such arguments ‘undermine the Panel in its role as the trier of facts and the adjudicator of first instance in WTO dispute settlement’.\(^{174}\)
- It specifically noted that several items of evidence that Honduras claimed the panel had ‘disregarded, significantly misrepresented, or distorted’ were in fact rejected by the panel, as was appropriate to its role as the trier of fact, and that Honduras was simply attempting to re-open its panel level claims by making this argument.\(^{175}\)
- It also rejected the argument that the panel had disregarded some of Honduras’ evidence which had not been connected to a legal argument, since it was up to the claimant to develop its case of WTO inconsistency, including by explaining how factual evidence related to its legal arguments.\(^{176}\)
- It stated that it was not necessary for the panel to explicitly cite and respond to each argument for each piece of evidence raised by the parties, only those that were material to its findings\(^{177}\)
- It rejected the idea that it should re-open the panel’s factual findings\(^{178}\)
- The panel was not required to test a graph that it used to represent its factual findings with the parties, since the graph was simply a visual aid used to depict the parties’ evidence on the panel record\(^{179}\)
- It found that it was precluded from considering information that had not been on the panel record.\(^{180}\)

Future impact

The Appellate Body rejected Honduras and the Dominican Republic’s contention that the panel had relied on a prediction of the future impact of the plain packaging measures. It found that the panel had simply described the limitations of the post-implementation evidence given the short amount of time that had elapsed following the implementation of tobacco plain packaging, and stated that it was not aiming to pre-judge any future impact the measure might have.\(^{181}\)

Claims that the Appellate Body did not think needed to be resolved

The Appellate Body exercised its discretion not to consider the following claims:

- Claims about the panel’s criticism of one of the Dominican Republic’s experts, since the Dominican Republic admitted that this was not material to the panel’s findings of fact\(^{182}\)
- Claims that were better dealt with in relation to the panel’s legal analysis of alternatives\(^{183}\)
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• Claims that the panel should not have relied on its own graph depicting prevalence decline to represent certain factual information because it had not presented this graph beforehand to the parties and should have done so for due process reasons. It was not necessary to consider this claim because the relevant finding was not just based on this graph, but also on two other graphs submitted by Australia, which had been available to the complainants (and extensively tested during the proceedings).  

Findings on the panel’s overall conclusions

The Dominican Republic and Honduras also challenged the overall approach of the panel, arguing that the panel should not have relied on pre-implementation evidence and evidence of proximal and distal outcomes more generally in light of ‘contradictory’ post-implementation evidence on prevalence and consumption.

The Appellate Body noted that the panel had assessed both the design, structure and implementation of tobacco plain packaging and its actual impact, and that it had placed more weight on the pre-implementation evidence base than on post-implementation evidence because of the limitations of the post-implementation evidence-base, including the short time that had elapsed since implementation of plain packaging, as well as the difficulty of isolating the impact of individual measures. The Appellate Body found that the panel was well within its bounds as a first instance trier of fact to place more probative value on pre-implementation evidence in light of these limitations.

The Appellate Body also considered that the pre-implementation evidence, and post-implementation evidence of proximal and distal outcomes, was sufficient to support the panel’s overall conclusion that plain packaging contributed to its public health objective. It rejected the complainant’s argument that the panel’s conclusions could not stand without its findings on prevalence and consumption.

Further, the Appellate Body noted that it had upheld the vast majority of the panel’s findings on smoking behaviours post-implementation, and found that the two errors it had identified were not material.

• The errors it had identified regarding due process in the tests for non-stationarity/multicollinearity, and the impact of tobacco costliness, did not vitiate the panel’s findings that there had been an accelerating decline in prevalence attributable to plain packaging, because this conclusion had been based on other findings that were unaffected by the errors.

• In relation to tobacco consumption, although the finding that there was an accelerated decline in consumption attributable to plain packaging was vitiated due to the error regarding tobacco costliness, it was not material to the panel’s conclusion that the actual impact of plain packaging was consistent with the pre-implementation hypothesis about its impact. This finding had been based not only on the impact on consumption as attributed to plain packaging, but also by its impact on the appeal of tobacco products, its impact on prevalence, and the general trend of accelerating declines in both prevalence and consumption.

The Appellate Body therefore affirmed the panel’s findings that the post-implementation evidence on smoking behaviours was consistent with the hypothesized impact.

Taken together, these all confirmed the panel’s overall finding that ‘plain packaging was apt to, and did, contribute’ to its objective of reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco. The Appellate Body therefore upheld the panel’s finding on these points.

---
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Summary of Appellate Body’s findings on evidence

For ease of reference, the following table summarises how the Appellate Body and panel treated the evidence in relation to plain packaging:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body of evidence</th>
<th>Panel’s finding</th>
<th>Appellate Body’s finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-implementation literature on proximal outcomes (design, structure, and expected operation of the measure)</td>
<td>Supports finding of contribution</td>
<td>Upholds panel’s findings/no error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of whether consumers would find packs less appealing if they were plain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of whether graphic health warnings would be more effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of whether consumers would be less likely to be misled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-implementation literature on proximal outcomes, including</td>
<td>Supports finding of contribution</td>
<td>Upholds panel’s findings/no error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of whether consumers found packs less appealing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of effectiveness of graphic health warnings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Studies of whether consumers were less likely to be misled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-implementation literature on distal outcomes</td>
<td>Supports finding of contribution (although some areas more limited/mixed)</td>
<td>Upholds panel’s findings/no error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-implementation literature on accelerated falls in prevalence attributable to plain packaging</td>
<td>Supports finding of contribution</td>
<td>Upholds panel’s overall finding that prevalence declines have accelerated as a result of plain packaging. Finds a non-material error in relation to due process in the use of the panel’s statistical tests on multicollinearity and non-stationarity (two statistical concepts used to evaluate models). The panel’s findings on prevalence stand because there are multiple reasons to prefer Australia’s expert evidence to the complainants’, and the error only affects one of those reasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-implementation literature on accelerated falls in</td>
<td>Supports finding of contribution</td>
<td>Finds an error in the panel’s modelling which means the panel’s finding that consumption declines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body of evidence</td>
<td>Panel’s finding</td>
<td>Appellate Body’s finding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consumption (sales data) attributable to plain packaging</td>
<td>are attributable to plain packaging do not stand (although the findings that there have been an overall fall in consumption which has accelerated since the implementation of plain packaging were upheld). The error is non-material in light of other findings of the panel supporting the overall finding of contribution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative weight to be given to each aspect of the evidence base</td>
<td>Consider totality of evidence, bearing in mind limited time since plain packaging has been implemented and difficulty of isolating impacts will mean that there are limitations to post-implementation evidence.</td>
<td>Panel well within bounds of discretion to give more probative value to pre-implementation than post-implementation evidence given limitations of latter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall conclusion:</td>
<td>Complainants fail to discharge burden of proof to show that plain packaging is not apt to contribute to its public health objective. Rather, plain packaging is apt to and does make a meaningful contribution to its public health objective.</td>
<td>Upholds panel’s finding that plain packaging is apt to and does make a meaningful contribution to its public health objective and re-emphasises that the complainants have not discharged their burden of proof to show otherwise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trade-restrictiveness**

The Appellate Body also upheld the finding that plain packaging was trade-restrictive only to the extent that it was successful in reducing consumption, and therefore imports, of tobacco products.

Honduras and the Dominican Republic both argued that the panel should have adopted a test focusing on limiting effects on competitive opportunities, including limiting the ability of producers to differentiate their brands. They argued that 1) the panel should have found that plain packaging’s impact on brand differentiation was sufficient to demonstrate its trade-restrictiveness, and 2) the panel was incorrect in its conclusion that plain packaging had not reduced the value (as opposed to the volume) of imports in tobacco products because increased prices had offset the drop in consumption.

The Appellate Body affirmed the panel’s definition of trade-restrictiveness as involving a ‘limiting effect on international trade’, and rejected the idea that restrictions on brand differentiation were sufficient in themselves to show trade-restrictiveness. It found that ‘a showing of a reduction in the competitive opportunities of imported products is only relevant to the assessment of trade restrictiveness to the extent that it reveals a limiting effect on international trade.’ It noted that a limiting effect on competitive opportunities could demonstrate a limiting effect on international trade, for example, in the case of discriminatory measures, but that it would not be in itself sufficient to demonstrate trade-restrictiveness. For non-discriminatory measures, it was possible for changes in the conditions of competition to have both

---

trade-enhancing and trade-reducing effects. It was therefore necessary to look at the measure’s impact on imports as a group, not on individual brands or producers. Further, it would be necessary to look at actual trade effects if it was not apparent from the design or structure of the measure whether or not the measure had a limiting effect on international trade.

On how the panel’s approach had been applied to plain packaging, the Appellate Body:

- upheld the panel’s finding that plain packaging did not restrict trade by limiting competitive opportunities through restricting brand differentiation. The complainants had not shown at the panel level that restricting branding on packs would have a limiting effect on trade, because such restrictions could increase competitive opportunities by allowing for more competition on price as well as reduce them by making it more difficult for new entrants to establish themselves on the market through advertising. There was no reason to question the panel’s conclusion that it was not possible to tell what the overall impact on trade of restricting brand differentiation would be.

- rejected the argument that plain packaging would lead to a decrease in the value of tobacco products as a result of switching from higher to lower-priced brands. It upheld the panel’s finding that there had in fact not been a decrease in the value of the tobacco market, because increased prices had offset the decline in imports caused by the decrease in overall demand. It also rejected an additional DSU article 11 claim by the Dominican Republic, noting that the sentence in the statistical annex that the Dominican Republic challenged had not been necessary to the panel’s decision.

The Appellate Body therefore upheld the finding that plain packaging was trade-restrictive only to the extent that it reduced overall consumption and therefore imports in a market where all tobacco products were imported.

Alternatives

The Dominican Republic and Honduras appealed two of the panel’s findings on alternatives, arguing that an increase in tax and an increase in the minimum legal purchasing age were reasonably available and less trade-restrictive alternatives that would make an equivalent contribution.

The Appellate Body upheld the panel’s finding that neither measure would be less trade restrictive if it achieved an equivalent contribution to its public health objective. Since the Appellate Body had upheld the panel’s approach to trade-restrictiveness, there was no reason to find that these alternative measures would be less trade-restrictive if equally effective – since tobacco products are entirely imported in Australia, the trade-restrictiveness of each of the measures was related to how much they drove down consumption. The Appellate Body again rejected arguments that the trade-restrictiveness of alternative measures should be judged in terms of competitive conditions in the market regarding branding and/or impacts on the price of products, for substantially the same reasons as for the trade-restrictiveness of plain packaging itself.

Unlike the panel, the Appellate Body did consider that increases in excise tax and the minimum legal purchasing age could have made an equivalent contribution to public health as tobacco plain packaging. The panel had found that they would not make an equivalent contribution even if they reduced tobacco use by the same amount or more, because implementing them as a substitute for plain packaging would leave aspects of Australia’s comprehensive tobacco control strategy unaddressed and would not make the most of the synergies between the measures. The Appellate Body found that such gaps and synergies could be relevant considerations, but that they should not be decisive – rather, the synergies between the measures and any gaps the alternatives would leave were to be accounted for as part of an overall assessment of the

---
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contributions of each measure, as it was understood that both plain packaging and its alternatives were not intended to be implemented alone.\textsuperscript{209}

However, the Appellate Body concluded that this would not change the outcome of the case, because if the measures made an equal contribution, they would still be equally trade-restrictive, and therefore were not less trade-restrictive alternatives.\textsuperscript{210} It also noted that whether or not these measures were alternatives, and whether they were reasonably available was not challenged on appeal, and that its reasoning should therefore not be taken to suggest that either tax or minimum legal purchasing age could be substituted for plain packaging.\textsuperscript{211}

The Appellate Body also rejected a number of the appellants’ DSU article 11 claims in relation to how the alternative measures analysis had been conducted, finding that they were based on a misreading of the panel report.

**Overall findings on TBT article 2.2**

The Appellate Body therefore:\textsuperscript{212}

- Upheld the panel’s finding that plain packaging was apt to and did make a meaningful contribution to reducing the use of and exposure to tobacco.
- Upheld the panel’s finding that plain packaging was trade-restrictive only to the extent that it was successful in reducing overall consumption and therefore imports of tobacco products.
- Upheld the panel’s finding that there was no less-trade restrictive alternative measure that could make an equivalent contribution, on the basis that the alternatives were not less trade-restrictive.

Combined with unchallenged findings on the legitimate objective and gravity of the measure, these meant that the Appellate Body upheld the panel’s overall finding that there was no breach of TBT article 2.2.

**Separate Opinion of one Appellate Body member on TBT article 2.2**

In a Separate Opinion, one Appellate Body member agreed with the overall conclusions of the Appellate Body as a whole, but dissented on two points.\textsuperscript{213} First, the member considered that the DSU article 11 claims on the evidence should not have been considered at all. The complainants were required to show that plain packaging was not apt to contribute to public health, and the appellants had not brought up any errors by the panel that would change its findings on this point on appeal.\textsuperscript{214} Since WTO measures are presumed consistent until proven otherwise, the Appellate Body should not have examined the appeals on whether plain packaging actually contributes to public health or looked at claims of error in detail – rather, the DSU article 11 claims should have been rejected on the basis that none of the errors would have had the effect of discharging the complainants’ burden of proof even if they were material.\textsuperscript{215} Further, the member noted that the Appellate Body should not have made a decision on whether the contributions of the alternative measures could be equivalent, having already decided that they were not less trade-restrictive – in his opinion, given that the appeal was to be dismissed on that basis, the Appellate Body should have exercised judicial economy in relation to the degree of contribution of plain packaging and the alternatives respectively.\textsuperscript{216}

Second, the member considered that there was no breach of due process (non-material or otherwise) in relation to the econometric tests for multicollinearity. Panels had significant discretion in how they analyse evidence, and it was appropriate given the large amount of econometric analysis that the panel would test and examine this evidence.\textsuperscript{217} The panel had stayed within the bounds of its discretion and was not required to provide this analysis to parties for comment, and further, the appellants had not objected to these tests at
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the interim review stage of the panel’s report. The member therefore did not consider the panel’s use of these tests without opportunity for the parties to comment to be an error. 218

The member would therefore have left the panel’s reasoning on TBT article 2.2 undisturbed in its entirety.

**Article 16.1 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights**

The Appellate Body affirmed the panel’s decision that there was no violation of TRIPS article 16.1. It affirmed that: 219

- there is no right to use a trademark, and that trademarks are negative rights to prevent infringement, not positive rights for a trademark holder to use the right themselves.
- there is no obligation on the state to ensure the conditions that keep trademarks distinctive. The protections that must be implemented under TRIPS article 16.1 are legal rights to prevent infringement by third parties. These legal rights exist independently of whether or not infringements actually occur in the market, so there is no obligation to guarantee market conditions leading to the possibility of infringement.
- there is therefore no need to determine whether trademarks have actually become less distinctive under plain packaging, because this is not relevant to any legal enquiry required under TRIPS article 16.1.

**Article 20 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights**

The Appellate Body upheld the panel’s findings that there was no violation of TRIPS article 20, rejecting the appellants’ challenges to both the panel’s interpretation of article 20 and its application of the provision to plain packaging.

**The interpretation of Article 20**

The Appellate Body affirmed the panel’s test for whether an encumbrance by special requirements is ‘unjustifiable’, which involves an examination of: 220

1. The nature and extent of the encumbrance resulting from the special requirements, bearing in mind the legitimate interest of the trademark owner in using its trademark in the course of trade and thereby allowing the trademark to fulfil its intended function;
2. The reasons for which the special requirements are applied, including any societal interests they are intended to safeguard
3. Whether these reasons provide sufficient support for the resulting encumbrance

The Appellate Body confirmed the panel’s finding that the reasons for special requirements could include public health. It based its interpretation on Article 8 of the TRIPS Agreement (which states that members ‘may adopt measures to protect public health and nutrition ... provided that such measures are consistent’ with the TRIPS Agreement otherwise, and the various other provisions of TRIPS which recognised flexibilities for public health). 221

Importantly, the Appellate Body clarifies the standard of review required by the term ‘unjustifiable’, finding that it provides more regulatory autonomy to states than the concept of ‘necessity’ in TBT article 2.2 or GATT article 20 required:

In our view, the term "unjustifiably" in Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement reflects the degree of regulatory autonomy that Members enjoy in imposing encumbrances on the use of trademarks through special requirements. The reference to the notion of justifiability rather than necessity in
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Article 20 suggests that the degree of connection between the encumbrance on the use of a trademark imposed and the objective pursued reflected through the term "unjustifiably" is lower than it would have been had a term conveying the notion of "necessity" been used in this provision.222

In further elaborating this standard, the Appellate Body noted that ‘Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement provides to Members a certain margin of discretion in imposing encumbrances on the use of trademarks’,223 It considered that a WTO member ‘must be able to provide a reasonable explanation of how an objective pursued by introducing special requirements warranted the resulting encumbrances’.224 Although this was more than a ‘rational connection’ test, because it required a consideration of both the nature and extent of the encumbrance as well as the reasons for the encumbrance, this provided a higher ‘degree of discretion’ compared to a test of ‘necessity’, and also did not require encumbrances to be ‘limited’ in nature as per TRIPS article 17.225 Further, it noted that it was not necessary to examine whether there were alternative measures involving a lesser degree of encumbrance on the use of a trademark, although such alternatives could be considered in the circumstances of a particular case.226 The Appellate Body considered that requiring an examination of alternatives would ‘defy the drafters’ intention to provide greater latitude to Members’ by using the term ‘unjustifiably’ instead of ‘a term reflecting the notion of necessity’.227

Finally, the Appellate Body upheld the panel’s use of the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health. The panel had referred to paragraph 5(a) of the Doha Declaration, which states that ‘In applying the customary rules of interpretation of public international law, each provision of the TRIPS Agreement shall be read in the light of the object and purpose of the Agreement as expressed, in particular, in its objectives and principles’ in TRIPS articles 7 and 8. Honduras challenged the panel’s use of the Doha Declaration on the grounds that the Doha Declaration applied only to access to medicines, and challenged the finding that the Doha Declaration was a subsequent agreement to the TRIPS Agreement. However, the Appellate Body considered that ‘regardless of the legal status of the Doha Declaration’, the principle in paragraph 5(a) was a general principle of treaty interpretation and there was no error in the panel relying on it.228 Further, the panel had referred to the Doha Declaration to ‘reconfirm its previous conclusions regarding the contextual relevance of Articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement’.229 There was therefore no error in the panel’s reliance on paragraph 5(a) of the Doha Declaration.

The Appellate Body therefore rejected the challenges to the panel’s interpretation of article 20, finding that the panel had correctly provided for flexibility for public health goals.230

The application of article 20 to plain packaging

The Appellate Body also upheld the panel’s finding on the application of article 20 to plain packaging.231 Honduras had appealed the panel’s approach to the nature and extent of the encumbrance (which focused on the economic value of the trademarks), as well as its determination that the public health impact of plain packaging provided ‘sufficient support’ for the encumbrance.

Nature and extent of encumbrances

On the nature and extent of encumbrances, Honduras argued that the panel had erroneously focused on the economic value of the trademarks rather than their distinguishing function, and that it had incorrectly considered the continued ability to use word trademarks as a mitigating effect. The Appellate Body rejected these challenges, noting that the panel’s focus had in fact been based on what the complainants themselves had argued before the panel – they had not argued that consumers were in fact unable to distinguish products but rather made numerous arguments regarding the economic impact of the measures.232 The Appellate Body also noted that the panel’s statements on word marks recognised that despite prohibitions on
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non-word marks, consumers could still distinguish between the sources of tobacco products via the word mark, and that they had not detracted from the panel’s overall conclusion that the encumbrances were ‘far-reaching’.\textsuperscript{233} The Appellate Body therefore did not consider that the panel had made an error in these statements.

Whether the public health reasons for plain packaging provide sufficient support for the resulting encumbrances on trademarks

In relation to whether or not plain packaging provided sufficient support for the encumbrances, Honduras argued that the panel had not undertaken sufficient weighing and balancing in its analysis of TRIPS article 20, because it had adopted its analysis from TBT article 2.2. It also argued that the panel had not adequately considered its less trademark-encumbering alternatives. The Appellate Body disagreed. It noted that in addition to recalling its findings under TBT article 2.2, the panel had also explained that the removal of design features and standardisation of packaging was integral to the measure, that Australia’s public health objectives ‘could be achieved only by uniform and standardized requirements that did not leave any space for possible administrative discretion or non-uniform application’, and explained why alternative measures would not have achieved the same result.\textsuperscript{234} This analysis contained the necessary elements of a weighing and balancing exercise. In any case, the weighing and balancing exercise under article 20 did not have to be of the same level of detail as one under article 2.2, and although a panel could consider alternatives under article 20 it was not necessary to do so.\textsuperscript{235}

The Appellate Body did note that if an alternative measure was analysed under article 20, the relevant question would be whether it was trademark-encumbering, not whether it was trade-restrictive, so analysis under TBT article 2.2 could not simply be transposed to TRIPS article 20.\textsuperscript{236} The same measure could have both trade-restrictive elements and trademark-encumbering elements and they would each need to be analysed under the appropriate provision.\textsuperscript{237} The Appellate Body found that the panel had appropriately considered the extent to which plain packaging and the alternatives put forward by the complainants had been trademark encumbering.\textsuperscript{238}

The Appellate Body noted that it had found a legal error in the panel’s finding that neither tax nor raising the minimum legal purchasing age could have made an equivalent contribution to plain packaging, and that the panel therefore could not have relied these findings for its analysis of alternatives under TRIPS article 20.\textsuperscript{239} However, it considered that the panel’s finding that the trademark requirements of plain packaging contributed to their public health goal was enough in itself to ground the finding that plain packaging did not ‘unjustifiably’ encumber trademarks, as analysis of alternatives was not required under article 20 and members enjoyed a certain degree of regulatory autonomy under article 20.\textsuperscript{240}

The Appellate Body confirmed that the contribution to public health made by plain packaging meant ‘that Australia’s public health reasons for the adoption of the TPP measures sufficiently supported the far-reaching encumbrances on the use of trademarks resulting from the trademark requirements of the TPP measures’.\textsuperscript{241} It also dismissed the DSU article 11 claims under TRIPS article 20 that were essentially the same as the ones under TBT article 2.2.\textsuperscript{242}

The weight placed on the WHO FCTC and its guidelines

Finally, Honduras also challenged the weight that the panel had placed on the WHO FCTC and its guidelines on articles 11 and 13 in its assessment of the TRIPS article 20 claims. Honduras argued that the FCTC did not include any binding commitment to adopt plain packaging, and that the guidelines could not be used to
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justify WTO-inconsistent plain packaging measures, especially in situations where ‘countries go beyond the requirements of the [WHO] FCTC’.\(^{243}\)

The Appellate Body rejected this challenge. It noted that the panel had cited the article 11 and 13 guidelines to further confirm and underscore findings it had already made, and considered that the panel had cited the WHO FCTC to support factual findings that it had made about the importance of Australia’s objective, and the fact that Australia had pursued its objective in line with ‘emerging multilateral public health policies in the area of tobacco control as reflected in the WHO FCTC’.\(^{244}\)

The Appellate Body, therefore, did not agree with Honduras that the panel attributed undue legal weight to the WHO FCTC guidelines – it considered that the panel had ‘referred to Articles 11 and 13 of the FCTC Guidelines as additional factual support to its previous conclusion that the complainants failed to establish that Australia acted inconsistently with Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement.’\(^{245}\)

**DSU challenge on individual cigarette sticks**

Finally, the Appellate Body rejected the Dominican Republic’s argument that the panel had acted inconsistently with article 11 of the DSU by failing to address claims about the application of plain packaging to cigarette sticks. The Appellate Body pointed out that the panel’s analysis had in fact covered trademark restrictions on cigarette sticks.\(^{246}\)

**Overall conclusion on article 20**

The Appellate Body therefore upheld and clarified the panel’s interpretation of article 20, and upheld the panel’s finding that the special requirements under plain packaging did not unjustifiably encumber the use of trademarks in the course of trade.\(^{247}\) There was, therefore, no breach of article 20.

**Overall findings**

Overall, the Appellate Body:

- Rejected the appeal on TBT 2.2, finding that plain packaging was not more trade-restrictive than necessary to achieve its public health objective
- Rejected the appeal on article 16.1, confirming that plain packaging does not affect rights of trademark owners
- Rejected the appeal on TBT article 20, finding that the public health reasons plain packaging was adopted provided sufficient support for encumbering trademarks

It therefore upheld the panel’s finding that there was no inconsistency between Australia’s plain packaging laws and the relevant provisions of the WTO Agreements.

**Key themes of the decisions**

The plain packaging WTO disputes are a landmark decision on trade and public health. We consider a few of their most significant themes and their implications below.

**Closing the door on longstanding tobacco industry arguments about intellectual property**

A common argument in legal challenges to tobacco control measures is that there is a right to use a trademark, whether under TRIPS or in domestic or regional law, which is restricted by measures that prohibit marketing or branding. This argument has been a mainstay of tobacco industry legal challenges
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\(^{243}\) Appellate Body Report, para 6.700.

\(^{244}\) Appellate Body Report, paras 6.706-6.707.

\(^{245}\) Appellate Body Report, para 6.707.


since the 1990s, as part of a strategy to reframe public health measures as ones concerning trade and intellectual property.

There are now at least nine tobacco control cases,\(^\text{248}\) as well as several WTO decisions in other contexts,\(^\text{249}\) which find that trademarks do not grant such positive rights to use but only negative rights to prevent infringement by third parties. In Australia – Plain Packaging, the complainants generally did not contest that intellectual property rights are negative and protect only against third party infringement. However, they argued that prohibitions on use had implications for other rights which are protected under TRIPS. In the course of reaching its decision, the panel confirms that there is no right to use a trademark or geographical indication under the TRIPS Agreement. The panel also clarifies the implications of trademarks being negative rights, finding that the inability to use a trademark is not an obstacle to registration of a trademark, nor does it affect the right to prevent third party infringement of intellectual property rights.

The Appellate Body is even more clear in its statement that there is no right to use a trademark and that trademarks grant only negative and not positive rights. In particular, it rejects the idea that there is an obligation on the state to refrain from measures that will reduce the distinctiveness of a trademark, finding that this is not fundamentally different from arguing that there is a positive right to use a trademark, and it clearly states that the obligation under TRIPS article 16.1 is only to implement a legal right to prevent infringements by third parties, and not to guarantee particular market conditions.

Although there is no formal system of precedent in the WTO, as the appellate mechanism of the primary multilateral body on trade, the Appellate Body is likely to be highly persuasive in the interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement and in domestic laws and regional agreements whose text is based on the TRIPS Agreement. As such, the WTO Appellate Body’s conclusive rejection of the ‘right to use argument’ and its variations confirms that trademarks do not prevent states from regulating marketing practices that make use of those trademarks.

### Clarifying the relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and public health

The panel and Appellate Body also makes several statements that have systemic significance for the interpretation of the WTO agreements in cases regarding public health, particularly the TRIPS Agreement.

In particular, the Appellate Body confirms that paragraph 5(a) of the Doha Declaration, which states that TRIPS is to be interpreted in light of its object and purpose, including in particular TRIPS articles 7 and 8, reflects customary international law rules of interpretation, and that article 8 in particular should inform how TRIPS is interpreted.\(^\text{250}\) Articles 7 and 8 state respectively that intellectual property rights should be protected in a manner that is ‘conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations’, and that members may ‘adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition’ provided that such measures are consistent with TRIPS. The object and purpose of TRIPS is therefore not to guarantee particular market conditions, and not to protect intellectual property for its own sake, but in order to achieve social interests, and its interpretation must therefore take due account of public health.
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\(^{248}\) These include, in addition to the panel and Appellate Body reports, the following cases: JTI v Commonwealth [2012] HCA 43 (Australia); British American Tobacco v. Secretary of State for Health [2016] EWHC 1160 (Admin) (United Kingdom); Philip Morris Brands Sàrl v. Oriental Republic of Uruguay, Award, ICSID Case No. ARB/10/7, 8 July 2016 (Uruguay); British American Tobacco v. Secretary of State for Health [2016] EWCA Civ 1182 (United Kingdom); Conseil d’état, 23 décembre 2016, Décision n° 399117, 399789, 399790, 399824, 399883, 399938, 399997, 402883, 403472, 403823, 404174, 404381, 404394, Société JT International SA, Société d’exploitation industrielle des tabacs et des allumettes, société Philip Morris France SA et autres (France), Conseil constitutionnel, Decision n° 2015-727 DC of 21 January 2016, Loi de modernisation de notre système de santé; British American Tobacco Ltd v. Attorney General, Constitutional Petition No. 46 of 2016 (28 May 2019, Constitutional Court of Uganda).


\(^{250}\) Appellate Body Report, para 6.657.
The panel had additionally stated that the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health, which was adopted in 2001 to affirm members’ right to use the flexibilities in TRIPS for public health, is a ‘subsequent agreement’ to TRIPS, and therefore to be taken into account in interpreting TRIPS under article 31(3)(a) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. The panel’s decision confirms the legal status of the Doha Declaration as a whole, as well as the applicability of the Doha Declaration outside of its original context of access to medicines. The Appellate Body rejects the appellants’ challenge to the panel’s findings on the status of the Doha Declaration, although it does not specifically affirm them, instead stating that ‘regardless’ of the Doha Declaration’s status, the paragraph cited by the panel represents a customary international law rule of interpretation.\footnote{Appellate Body Report, para 6.657.}

The panel also confirmed that, as stated in previous WTO jurisprudence, health is ‘vital and important in the highest degree’,\footnote{Report of the Appellate Body, European Communities – Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos Containing Products, AB-2000-11, WT/DS135/AB/R (12 March 2001) para 172; Report of the Appellate Body, Brazil – Measures Affecting Imports of Retreaded Tyres, AB-2007-4, WTDS332/AB/R (3 December 2007), para 179.} and panels must take this into account in assessing TBT article 2.2 claims and in assessing TRIPS article 20 claims.\footnote{Panel Report, para 7.2587.} This finding was not challenged on appeal.

Finally, the Appellate Body specifically notes that the term ‘unjustifiable’ in article 20 should be interpreted in a way that allows for regulatory autonomy and discretion on the part of WTO members, and establishes a more relaxed standard of review, as well as no need to assess alternatives, in reviewing measures under this provision.\footnote{Appellate Body Report, para 6.278.} The Appellate Body’s reasoning makes it clear that this provision is not intended to require the same level of detailed review of evidence as the standards under TBT article 2.2 or the health exception in GATT article XX, which gives states more leeway in defending their measures under this provision.

### The panel and Appellate Body’s approaches to assessing evidence

The panel and Appellate Body decisions are notable for their extensive consideration of the scientific evidence in relation to plain packaging, and for its discussion of how such evidence should be assessed. These findings are important not only in terms of the WTO dispute, but also because the panel comprehensively rejects claims that the tobacco industry routinely makes when opposing the introduction of plain packaging legislation. The panel and Appellate Body also make a number of systemic claims about how evidence should be assessed in public health cases.

#### Burden of proof and evidence on appeal

It is important to note that the burden of proof is on the complainant to show that there is no contribution, or that an equivalent contribution could be made by a less trade-restrictive alternative. The Appellate Body and panel, while finding and affirming that plain packaging is apt to and does make a meaningful contribution to public health, emphasises that it is not the role of the respondent state to positively establish the contribution of its measure:

“Given that the burden of proof rests on the complainant, where a panel finds that a complainant’s proposition that the challenged measures makes no contribution is contradicted by evidence (e.g. because the respondent has presented credible evidence suggesting that the measure does make some contribution), then the panel is required to reject the complainant’s proposition of no contribution.”\footnote{Appellate Body Report, para 6.647.}

The plain packaging dispute is also notable for the volume of evidence brought on appeal under the article 11 DSU claims, which is highly unusual given that the Appellate Body does not have power to re-open factual findings. The Appellate Body strongly emphasises that the use of DSU article 11 to re-open findings of fact by the panel is inappropriate, and is critical of many of the complainants’ challenges to the evidence throughout the proceedings. The Separate Opinion would have gone further, in not opening any of the DSU article claims at all, on the basis that none of the claimed errors would have been sufficient for the complainants to
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discharge their burden of proof. The plain packaging disputes demonstrate some of the systemic challenges facing WTO dispute settlement, including the ability of the dispute settlement system to handle lengthy, complex and aggressive litigation and how to handle attempts to relitigate facts via DSU article 11 claims.

Regulatory context
A key theme of the panel’s reasoning is that the evidence supporting a measure must be considered in its regulatory context. This context is that plain packaging is part of a suite of complementary, interacting measures – plain packaging fills regulatory gaps in existing measures, such as the prohibition on tobacco advertising and promotion, and complements new measures, such as the increase in size of graphic health warnings. As such, the panel acknowledges that the impact of individual measures may be difficult to isolate, and does not require the exact quantification of the impact of plain packaging alone.

What kinds of evidence should be considered?
The panel also considers a wide range of evidence to be relevant to its assessment. It rejects the idea that only smoking prevalence is relevant to its assessment of whether or not plain packaging contributes to the protection of public health, given that tobacco control works over the long term and impacts on prevalence may not be visible for many years following implementation. It also reiterates the Appellate Body’s remarks in Brazil – Retreaded Tyres that for measures whose potential effects are only apparent in the long-term, panels can consider not only quantitative and qualitative evidence from the past and present, but also quantitative projections and qualitative hypotheses/reasoning supported by an evidentiary basis to determine whether a measure contributes to its objective.\(^{256}\) In the panel’s application of these criteria, it accepts a wide range of evidence as relevant, including pre- and post-implementation scientific studies, reviews of evidence conducted in other countries (such as the systematic reviews of plain packaging literature conducted in the UK), statistical modelling of prevalence and consumption data, and guidance provided by the WHO FCTC and its guidelines.

The Appellate Body upholds the panel’s use of this evidence, and rejects the appellants’ arguments that such evidence cannot be taken into account. Further, the Appellate Body explicitly notes that the panel was entitled to place more probative value on pre-implementation evidence than post-implementation evidence, given the limitations of the latter at the time of plain packaging’s implementation. This statement is important for other countries implementing novel measures, where post-implementation evidence may be limited at the time of implementation, as it confirms the importance and value of pre-implementation scientific literature.

Complementary and alternative measures
The panel and Appellate Body also extensively discuss how to assess whether or not other measures might be an alternative to a challenged measure, for the purposes of assessing the overall necessity of a measure.

At the panel level, a key theme of this discussion is that in assessing whether or not a proposed alternative measure would make an equivalent contribution to public health, it is important to consider the extent to which the measures are complements, rather than substitutes. If that is the case, substituting the alternative measure for the challenged measure will not provide the same level of protection against the relevant risks, because the measures achieve their effect by acting in concert, and substituting one for the other may leave a regulatory gap.

However, the Appellate Body de-emphasises this theme, noting that while the interaction between complementary measures may be relevant, it is not decisive. Rather, for both a measure and its alternatives, the degree of contribution must account for the regulatory context of a measure, including whether it is intended to be implemented as part of a suite of complementary measures. The Appellate Body notes that

\[\text{“[I]n our view, whether and to what extent a measure creates synergies with other measures is one of the factors informing the overall degree of contribution that a measure makes to a legitimate objective, which all participants agree is the central question in determining equivalence. Thus, even when the challenged measure is implemented as part of a Member's comprehensive policy, a panel assessing equivalence will not be relieved from its duty to objectively ascertain, and compare, the} \]

\(^{256}\) Panel Report, paras 7.981-7.982.
overall degrees of contribution that the challenged and alternative measures make to the legitimate objective by taking into account all pertinent factors. Depending on the case, such factors may include the relevant objective pursued by a Member’s policy, the overall level of protection that the Member seeks to achieve through that policy, the respective degrees of contribution that the challenged and alternative measures are apt make to the relevant objective, and whether and to what extent the contribution of each measure would be enhanced (or diminished) in the presence of the other existing measures, including due to the synergies created between different measures.”

This means that an alternative measure such as tax can be an alternative that makes an equivalent contribution to public health as plain packaging, even though they act through different mechanisms that are intended to work in concert toward the overarching goal. The fact that the two measures are implemented as part of a comprehensive suite will have a bearing on the degree of contribution made by each one, but does not mean that they cannot make an equivalent overall contribution to each other, because neither measure should be considered in isolation. Instead, a WTO panel must compare whether the contribution of each measure is equivalent, by reference to:

- The objective of the measure
- The overall level of protection that the member is seeking to achieve through the measure
- The respective degree of contribution that the measure and its alternatives make to the objective
- Whether and to what extent the contribution of each measure would be enhanced (or diminished) in the presence of the other existing measures, including due to the synergies created between different measures

The Appellate Body’s approach still acknowledges the importance of complementary measures, but makes it one of a range of factors to be considered on a case by case basis rather than giving it the central role that the panel did.

The Appellate Body also upholds the panel’s finding that neither of the alternatives is less trade restrictive if it makes an equivalent contribution, because if they are equally effective, they will restrict trade by the same amount. This finding takes on more importance in the Appellate Body’s decision, given that it is possible for alternatives to make an equivalent contribution to a public health goal even if they are complements rather than substitutes for each other.

The practical difference of the panel and Appellate Body’s approach for those implementing public health policies is therefore likely to be minimal for non-discriminatory measures, as it is difficult to imagine a situation in which two non-discriminatory measures would both make an equal contribution to reducing consumption of a harmful product and yet have a different level of trade-restrictiveness.

Finally, the Appellate Body notes that the reasonable availability of each alternative was not appealed in this particular case, nor the panel’s framing of the objective, and that its decision therefore should not be taken as a suggestion that tax or minimum legal purchasing age increases can be a substitute for plain packaging.\(^{257}\)

The Appellate Body also clarifies that an analysis of alternatives is not required under article 20 of TRIPS.

### Role of the WHO FCTC

The panel refers to the WHO FCTC extensively throughout its decision, and confirms that, as a treaty adopted by (then) 180 parties, the WHO FCTC can inform the panel’s understanding of relevant aspects of tobacco control. The Appellate Body affirms the panel’s approach on appeal, rejecting a challenge brought by Honduras and the Dominican Republic to the use of the WHO FCTC in the panel’s article 20 analysis.

The panel notes that it is ‘not uncommon’ for non-WTO international instruments to be used as evidence of fact or in the interpretation of WTO provisions.\(^{258}\) It specifically notes that WTO panels and the Appellate Body have referred to the WHO FCTC on other occasions (including the cases of US – Clove Cigarettes and Dominican Republic – Cigarettes), and that the complainants themselves rely on the WHO FCTC to establish
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\(^{257}\) Appellate Body Report, para 6.505.  
\(^{258}\) Panel Report, para 7.412.
certain facts. The Appellate Body upholds the panel’s approach, and notes that the panel mostly invoked the WHO FCTC and its guidelines to support its factual findings rather than in interpretation.

The factual findings supported by the WHO FCTC cover a variety of important aspects of the case at the panel level, including the following:

**To support the panel’s understanding of how the measure works**

As Australia’s plain packaging laws implement articles 11 and 13 of the WHO FCTC in line with recommendations in the relevant guidelines, the panel uses the WHO FCTC and references to the WHO FCTC in the legislation and explanatory memorandum of the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act to inform its understanding of how the measure works.

In particular, it cites them to support its findings on the regulatory purpose of the measure: that is, that the objective of plain packaging legislation is to improve public health by reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products.

It also uses the WHO FCTC to inform its understanding of the regulatory context of the measure – in particular, that plain packaging is implemented as part of a comprehensive, multisectoral, and multifaceted approach, and that different tobacco control measures serve as complementary parts of this comprehensive approach.

These aspects were not challenged on appeal.

**To support the panel’s findings on the rationale and efficacy of particular measures**

The WHO FCTC, in combination with other evidence, supports many of the panel’s factual findings, including:

- The gravity of the relevant health risks, including the seriousness of the tobacco epidemic and the consequences of failing to address tobacco use and exposure to tobacco smoke;
- The finding that packaging is a form of promotion, and
- The finding that plain packaging is an important way to reduce the appeal of tobacco packaging design and its use in tobacco product promotion.

The panel also refers to the WHO FCTC article 6 guidelines to confirm its understanding that tobacco taxation is an effective tobacco control measure and that it works best when implemented as part of a comprehensive suite of measures, and to the article 11 guidelines to confirm its understanding that graphic health warnings are an effective tobacco control measure.

These aspects were also not challenged on appeal.

**To confirm the justifiability of plain packaging by reference to international consensus**

Finally, the panel invokes the WHO FCTC to support its findings on the justifiability of the encumbrances caused by plain packaging under article 20 of TRIPS. In the context of finding that the reasons for plain packaging sufficiently supported the resulting encumbrances on trademarks, it notes that the WHO FCTC underscores the importance of the public health reasons for tobacco plain packaging, and takes into account that Australia implemented plain packaging ‘in line with the emerging multilateral public health
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267 Panel Report, para 7.2596.
policies in the area of tobacco control as reflected in the FCTC and the work under its auspices, including the Article 11 and Article 13 FCTC Guidelines’ in deciding that the encumbrances are justified.268

This particular invocation of the WHO FCTC by the panel was appealed by Honduras and the Dominican Republic. The Appellate Body upheld the way in which the panel invokes the WHO FCTC and its guidelines. It found that the panel was entitled to cite the WHO FCTC and its guidelines to reconfirm its factual findings that plain packaging was consistent with emerging multilateral public health policies, and that its importance was further underscored through the WHO FCTC.269 In doing so, the Appellate Body clarifies that this use of the WHO FCTC to confirm the results of its justifiability analysis is a factual question, and therefore governed by the scope of the panel’s fact-finding authority rather than its jurisdiction to interpret non-WTO treaties.

What will the conclusion of the dispute mean?

Status of the WTO Appellate Body report

There is no further avenue of appeal from a WTO Appellate Body report. Although WTO cases do not strictly bind members who were not party to the dispute or create formal precedent, in practice, it is rare for subsequent panels to depart from a decision of the Appellate Body, given the Appellate Body’s role in ensuring consistency in legal interpretation across disputes. WTO dispute settlement is also conducted between states, which means that for another WTO challenge to plain packaging to occur, a WTO member state would need to be willing to spend significant resources and political capital to bring a dispute whose main arguments have already been comprehensively rejected in an Appellate Body decision. Another challenge to plain packaging would therefore be unlikely, and if it did occur, would probably be decided similarly with significantly less time and resources required to resolve the case, all other things being equal.

As such, parties can be confident that this decision is the end of the line for WTO cases relating to plain packaging, and that it also effectively closes off arguments about how trademark obligations under TRIPS interact with other measures such as graphic health warnings. Further, as a large number of domestic intellectual property laws are based on TRIPS and investment disputes have also drawn on the TRIPS definitions and interpretations, the decision is likely to also be highly influential in legal challenges to tobacco control measures in other fora.

Implications for other risk factors

Although a comprehensive review of the implications of the decision for other risk factors is out of scope for this paper, the key findings of the panel and Appellate Body reports will also provide important guidance for other NCD risk factors, particularly measures to regulate unhealthy foods and alcoholic beverages. In particular, the key legal principles that there is no right to use a trademark under TRIPS, the general approach to TRIPS article 20, and the weighing and balancing exercise in TBT article 2.2 will be relevant across NCD risk factors.

Although the broad principles will be similar across risk factors, there are some differences in both the legal frameworks and how they are applied. The key differences are as follows:

- **International standards**: the legal framework for examining unhealthy diets differs slightly to that of tobacco, as the Codex Alimentarius standards of WHO and the Food and Agriculture Organization are recognised as international standards for the purposes of TBT 2.4 and TBT 2.5. TBT 2.4 requires parties to base their technical regulations on international standards. TBT 2.5 creates a presumption that measures that are in accordance with such standards are consistent with TBT article 2.2. As
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268 Panel Report, para 7.2604.
such, all three of TBT 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 must be considered in relation to a measure to regulate unhealthy diets.

- **Differences in the nature of the regulatory measures**: the kinds of regulatory measures for food and alcohol which have been discussed in WTO committees so far are primarily health warnings on alcohol, interpretive labels on food, and partial restrictions on the design of packaging, rather than the more comprehensive standardization involved in plain packaging. As such, these measures will be significantly less trademark encumbering for the purposes of TRIPS article 20, and probably less trade-restrictive for the purposes of TBT article 2.2 as well (and as discussed above, there is no issue relating to other provisions of TRIPS for any of these measures due to the nature of a trademark as a negative right).

- **Role of international instruments**: one key difference often mentioned is that there is no binding international legal instrument for food or alcohol, although this difference is less significant in this context than might be assumed. Although the WHO FCTC played an important normative and evidentiary role in this case, several of the complainants were not parties to it, and the panel (as affirmed by the Appellate Body) therefore invoked it primarily to support its findings of fact. Non-binding normative instruments on other risk factors, such as WHO guidance, could potentially provide similar ‘factual support’, and there is no legal reason why a WTO panel could not consider them in a similar way.

Overall, however, many aspects of the analysis would be similar across different packaging and labelling measures to address NCD risk factors, and the Appellate Body’s decision does therefore clarify relevant WTO law principles in a way that affirms space to implement regulatory measures to prevent NCDs more broadly.

**Conclusion**

The WTO decisions on plain packaging are a comprehensive victory for public health and are important for both their evidentiary and legal findings. They review and uphold an unprecedented amount of evidence for a WTO dispute, and in doing so, decisively reject tobacco industry misinformation about plain packaging. The thoroughness, and the multilateral character, of these decisions should give confidence to states looking to move ahead with tobacco plain packaging and other measures implementing the WHO FCTC.

These reports are also part of a significant body of jurisprudence about states’ ability to regulate for public health, and continue themes from that jurisprudence, including that measures implemented as part of a comprehensive suite of policies need to be assessed in light of that context, that a range of evidence is relevant to the assessment of complex policies with long-term effects, that intellectual property rights are not absolute, that there is no unqualified right to use trademarks in the marketing of harmful products, and that trade liberalisation needs to be balanced against non-trade goals.

Given the frequency with which arguments relating to trade law and intellectual property find their way into domestic tobacco control litigation and discussions during regulatory processes, the panel and Appellate Body report will have importance beyond the WTO dispute settlement system. WHO FCTC parties should find much in these reports that is both useful and encouraging for the development of legislation and the defence of legal challenges.